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Housing situation
looking better

Covey pleads
guilty
to theft of services
R> SARAH WARREN
News Editor

Former University secreUry Fannie
Renton Covey pleaded guilty in Madison
County Circuit Court Monday. Jan. 9 to
the amended misdemeanor, charge* of
14 counts of theft of services.
The 41-year-old Estill County woman.
a former secretary in the Office of
Continuing Education, was arrested
Sept. 29 for awarding unearned
correspondence course credits to
herself and 13 individuals in exchange
lor what amounted to $200-$300.
Covey originally faced felony charges
of 14 counts of second degree forgery
Al the time of her arrest she was
employed as a secretary in the Office of
Fire Prevention and Control.
The IS individuals who allegedly
received unearned credits were granted
immunity in exchange for testimony
.-■gainst Covey after the University
turned the case over to the prosecution
One of the individuals whose
academic records were altered by
Covey was a University instructor of
fire prevention and control. Richard
Adair
Adair. a former Lexington fireman,
'had just signed a nine-month. (12,000
teaching contract with the University
Aug. IS. He resigned for "personal
reasons" on Sept. 26. three days before
Covey's arrest
I >i>ug Whitlock. executive assistant to
the

By ROB DOLLAR
Staff Writer

ment on the resignation of Adair or. on
Adair's connection to the-case.
"His academic record, like your's and
everyone else's, is protected by the
Buckley Amendment, the Family
Education Privacy Act of 1974," said
Whitlock. and his academic record
cannot be read to anyone but Adair
himself.
John T. Carter II and Larry W Cook,
two Richmond police officers, were also
named as receiving false credits
through Covey. Police Chief Russell
lane said disciplinary action had been
taken against Carter and Cook.
Lane would not elaborate but said the
men weren't suspended and "there was
no loss of time or pay."
Covey was able to award credits after
she secretly obtained course cards from
the Office of Continuing Education
sometime during her employment there
from 1976 to 1978.
These cards were illegally stamped
and sent to the Registrar's Office.,
complete with a forged signature from a
course department chairman and a
grade for the unearned course.
The fraud was discovered when the
Registrar obtained a card for a
correspondence political sicence course
from the Office of Continuing Education
which had not been properly stamped.
The card was sent back to the Coninuing
(Photo by STEVE BROWN)
Education Office and it was discovered
that no record of this particular person Rob Silky boos the official's call and seems ready to jump over the rail himself as
and course existed.
I* u-niches the Eastern Morehead game in frustration.
♦SaaCOViVpa.*121

With the opening of the Spring
Semester, the housing situation on
campus has taken a dramatic turn for
the better, according to Jack Hutchinson. University director of housing.
While tripled dormitory rooms
numbered close to 540 during the Fall
Semester. Hutchinson reported that his
office had 50 rooms listed on paper as
tripled at the present time.
He also indicated, though, that once
these rooms were checked out, it would
probably be determined that they, too.
were operating at the normal double
occupancy, thus making the housing
situation at full capacity rather than
overcrowded
Hutchinson commented that dorm
capacity at the University was 6411,
while dorm enrollment during the
academic year was between 6500 and
7300. depending on the particular
semester.
According to Hutchinson. the request
for dormitory housing is on an upward

fleet." Carroll continued, saying.
"Some of our gubernatorial candidates
think the governor could better serve
the people by traveling in a horse and
buggy."
In thanking the musicians, Carroll
commented on one song, "Somewhere
over the Rainbow." "That was for the
General Assembly, I suppose, over
there looking for the pot of gold."
Although Carroll's address began
lightly, it soon became evident he had
some serious subjects on his mind,
namely the tax cuts proposed by 1.1
Gov. Thelma Stovall and the decrease in
state appropriations in the 1980 federal
budget

Go*. Julian M. Carroll got a few
laughs when he spoke here last week. He
also made a strong case against cutting
taxes
It all happened at the Progress and
Appreciation Day Luncheon, a day the
Iniversity set aside to recogniie
members of the community for their
support
About SOB people showed up at the
Keen Johnson Ballroom last Thursday
.iiul they each got a free steak dinner
and the opportunity to hear the governor
expound on some hot political issues
Like his opening remarks: "It's a
Carroll said he went into conference
genuine pleasure to come back to
Kastem and. uh. thanks for the last Saturday after the Super Bowl to try
and determine the impact of the 1980
helicopter."
In an obvious reference to the federal budget on the state
He went to bed about 1 a.m., he said.
criticism he has received for his "air

after realizing that "cliches such as a
balanced budget are difficult to achieve
when facing reality." £
While "we can't forever support
deficit spending on the national level,
the more important element is the
impact of lessened spending in a period
of time." he said.
According to Carroll, the 1980 federal
budget decreased by $5 3 billion funds
going to the states.
"There is no particular programs
where we can absorb our particular
share of that cut," said Carroll, "which
is approximately $40 million."
Kentucky will also be losing another
$41 million if the President decides to
end federal revenue funds.
Add to that possible revenues lost if
the Special Session adopts tax cut
proposals, said Carroll, and "we can tell
the governor of Kentucky in 1980 he has

$130 million less annually on which to
balance his budget.
•That is a fact and we can say that
today." he said.
Kentuckians will be faced with the
task of cutting out vital services, said
Carroll, "for a supposed major tax
relief that amounts to about $22 a
household."
Carroll said "only a fool would believe
a political candidate who promises to
cut taxes without cutting services.
"I am proud of the progress Kentucky
has made in recent years," Carroll
continued. Kentucky has always been
known as a "backward" state but in 1977
Kentucky was the fourth fastestgrowing state in the United States, he
said.
It also has the sixth lowest unemployment rate, according to Carroll, and
a strong basic economy."
(8M

trend and seems to be increasing with
each year.
He added that new dorms at the
University would not be likely in the
near future becasue the bond rates to
build them were too high.
Hutchinson said that the University
was looking to an increase in family
housing units on campus, as well as the
reality of a fraternity row to possibly
help relieve some of the burden of the
housing problem.
Hutchinson mentioned that Eastern
already houses more students than any
other campus in the state.
On the subject of the possibility of a
coed dorm one day at the University,
Hutchinson said that while the idea has
been mentioned, that he did not foresee
it in the future.
He also stated that a survey last year
revealed that 1100 students who were 21
years old or over and thus eligible to live
off campus, chose to remain in the
dorms, instead
He attributed this fact, in part, to the
cost of living off campus.

More collegians
to get*grants
By LAURASCHULTE
Staff Writer

Kill the reff!

Governor tells Progress Day tax story
Rv SARAH WARREN
News Editor

14

The Middle Income Assistance Act,
recently passed by Congress, will
provide much more money for the
middle income family, defined as a
family with four children with a $25,000
a year income or less.
With the new act, about "65-80 percent
of all college students here will be
eligible to receive grants." said Jim
Jacobs, assistant director of the Office
of Financial Aid.
This is double or even triple the
number of students currently eligible to
receive basic grants.
The Office of Financial Aid sent
notices over Christmas to the students
currently receiving funds and grants to
inform them of the changes.
The Office has also planned programs

r

for the dorm residents to explain the
new act. These programs will be
Cresented Feb. 4 to Feb. 13. Posters will
e placed in the dorms listing the times
and dates of the program.
There will also be a program for
commuters and Brockton residents on
Feb. 13 at 7 p.m. in the Grise Room of
the Combs Building.
This extra work will be done by the
Financial Aid Office to encourage all
students to apply for the funds. "We
want to make sure they apply for the
aid." said Jacobs. "All students should
at least apply."
"The scope of these changes are so
tremendous." Jacobs said, that even the
federal government is having trouble
determining the amount of money that
will be needed to fund the grants.
Students who have already received
(Saa COLLEGIANS paaa 12)

Periscope
This week on page 3, the Progress
introduces a new weekly column by
Verl Wilkinson.

editorials.•••••••••• page 2
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Patrol dog sniffs drugs
By BRIAN BLAIR
Staff Writer

Governor Julian Carroll recently spoke at a Progress and
Appreciation Day Luncheon held In the Keen Johnson Ballroom

_
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The Luncheon was held Thursday. Jan. 26.

for the training school, Simpson's only
other experience with dogs was as a
University freshman Steve Simpson youngster. "I used to have a couple of
had a dog less than two years ago who dogs," he said, "one collie and one
shepherd."
sniffed drugs.
However, he added that his
As far as Simpson knows, though, the
German shepherd was never seen association with his pets did not actually
lighting a joint at any rock concert. influence his decision to become a dog
After all, the only "bad trips" the handler, "it just sounded like an inanimal experienced were ones in which teresting job," stated the law enit did not find what it was searching for, forcement major. Add to that interest a
because Simpson's canine worked for touch of danger and voila - the life of a
the military as a narcotics-patrol dog. military dog handler.
Regarding the dangerous aspect.
He earned his AIpo by tracking and
scouting runaway suspects or Simpson remembers a specific incriminals, and sniffing for illegal drugs - stance. "My dog had to track a man
- marijuana, heroin and derivatives of through the woods one time. He was on
opium - anywhere they were suspected, drugs and had shot three people with a
22 caliber rifle," he recalled, "We got
under the guidance of Simpson, his
shot at too. I was scared to death."
master.
Ah. but Simpson was in good
The dog's name, "Skipper," is a bit
misleading, for he was not the type one hands ... er, paws, for his mate was
would bring home to six-year-old recognized by many handlers at
lackland as the best tracker since
Johnny to enjoy. That is simply not the
Sherlock Holmes. There is a simple
image of a narcotics-patrol dog.
A better description would be to say explanation for such opinions, acthat Skipper was the Jack Webb of the cording to Simpson. "He likes to track
dog kingdom. But. unlike the character more than anything."
In his work. Skipper seemed to adhere
Webb portrayed in the police-oriented
television series, "Dragnet," Skipper's to the old saw made famous by a
television advertisment for a breakfast
bite was at least equal to his bark..
Because, among other things. Skipper cereal: "Follow your nose." And with
good reason, since almost any dog worth
was trained to attack on command.
Naturally, the unfortunate victjaji of its flea collar possesses a sense of smell
these a'ttacks would usually wind up the which is four times greater than the
• ,» \
loser Like maybe -an-* -•» *-—-»w average human.
Just how effective is narcotics-patrol
chomp) or a leg. or so u prooaoty"
dog's smelling ability on a searctfr "We
seemed.
^Simpson first met the dog in March of kept record on all of then,." XCSBOK^"*
1974, when he was chosen from a pool of Simpson, "and we found they were
applicants to be sent to Lackland Air accurate 90 per cent of the time. When
Force Base in Texas to assist in training we would take them out for searches,
after it was over, the people would call
of the animals. «.
us and tell us if they (the dog) missed
At the time of his selection, he was
working for the army as a military
anything." -•
Suffice it to say that Skipper missed
policeman at Fort Knox. Before leaving

about as often as John Wayne lost a
gunfight in the old westerns.
Despite the canine's uncanny talent,
Simpson said there were days when
Skipper could have been accused of
dogging it. "I could tell as soon as I got
him out of the cage. Usually, if he really
didn't want to work, we would tell the
person in charge to reschedule the
search for some other time.
"It #as best to do that, rather than
taking them out anyway and hurting
their percentage record. It would just be
a waste of time," Simpson remarked.
The Bardstown native knows all about
wasted time. He told about a demonstration that the dog handlers were to
stage for a group of Boy Scouts. "There
were supposed to be about 100 of them
there." he related, "But only one kid
showed up and even he acted like he
didn't give a damn about dogs."
But, evidently. Skipper made no bones
about the sparse turnout.
Although Simpson left his gifted dog
for the civilian life in 1976 (no, he had
not been seeing a poodle on the side).
Skipper continued his work after being
switched to another handler.
What happens when his miffing days
are over? "He'll be put urweep," said
Simpson, who offered and explanation
with the following anecdote.
"One of my captains told me there
was a guy in Ohio who kept his dbg once
he got out of the service, and went
around robbing people, i.n.1 why we
don't give them away," he said with a
devilish smile.
Or even sell them.
If they did, Simpson believes such
dogs would carry an exorbitant price'
tag "After'training," he frankly admitted, "someone said.my dog was
worth between $6,000 and $7,000."
Not bad for a dog's life
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Editorials

Tax Cuts

The politicans are winning
the tax
The United States is involved in
another revolution. This revolution,
unlike the one in the 18th century, is
not being fought in battlefields, but
ai the polls with elections.
The revolution started in
California with the passing of
Proposition 13 by the voters of the
state.

Elizabeth
Success
Palmer-Ball may
come
Success
make us failures? Have we wasted
According to Websters Collegiate
four years of our time and money
Dictionary the word success means
(or Mommy and Daddys' money as
"the attainment of wealth, favor,
the case may be) and not have
or eminence," which I suppose as
anything to show for it.
far as dictionary definitions go that
sums it up pretty well.
All through the course of a
At the same time I have often
college career students hear things
wondered whatMecessJs Wjg* ,«*''ujisU* nally a good field with
meantomei#tlte»*igTun.i%iUf'
^ of JAb opportunities,"
and
. '-«"
"
A
♦rite that "Great
"such and so is a good field to go
novel." or just get married and
into if you want to make good
slowly fade into middle class obmoney." Many times students
scurity, with four kids and a dog.
choose their field on this basis
To most college students success
before they even start In college.
may be just a short term deal right
This is all well and good until you
now with their sights set on just
realize that during a four year
graduating and getting out into the
period that job market changes
world on their own. To some girls I
drastically and what may have
know it means finding a husband
been the most open area in the job
before those four fateful years are
market could become flooded and
up. And then to some students it
therefore very competitive and
means finding a job in their field
dosed by the time the educating
after they graduate.
period is up.
Then that student has the option
The desire for success is one of
the reasons most of us come to of going back to school and
becoming more specialized in his
college. We all want to be "successful" make a lot of money, get field or working behind the counter
good jobs, travel and have nice at McDonalds until something
opens up. That person is not going
homes. It is really a first class
to have made it in his own eyes or
programming job that has been
done on us by our parents and in that of those around him,
society. At the risk of being very (parents, etc...).
Maybe too much emphasis is put
cliche it is the American dream.
If we don't attain these things on those who do make it, I'm not
within a reasonalbe amount of time really sure. While I do think that
after we graduate then does that those people certainly deserve the .

slowly

Now politicians are Tunning on a
platform of lower taxes and cut
government spending in order to be
elected. Cutting taxes has become a
political game.
The game has even reached
Kentucky. Lietuenant Governor
Thelma Stovall's special session of
the General Assembly is a key move
in the political game.
She has thrust herself into the
limelight of the governor's race with
that move.
Governor Julian Carroll has
thrown his support behind a three
per cent ceiling on increased
property taxes.
Carroll's move was also political
in nature and not out of a great
concern to the people of the state
who are having to pay too high
taxes.
So the politicians seem to be
winning in this revolution. Each is
trying to out cut the other and win
the favor of the voters.
If the politicians are winning,
then the citizens are loosing.

What Proposition 13 was suppose
to do was eliminate governmental
spending by cutting back on the
waste made by the politicians.
By this the politicians would have
to cut out some of their fringe
benefits and extra expenses.
So far there are few politicians
willing to cut back on these items.
Still there are tax cuts. Where is
the money for these tax cuts coming
from?
In the case of the property tax
ceiling in Kentucky, the money lost
will come from the schools.
In Kentucky a person pays 70
cents to the state for every $100 his
property is valued.
Over SO per cent of this money
goes to support the school systems
in the state. In the city of Richmond
this was about $250,000 last year
alone.
What the tax ceiling will do is to
keep property taxes from rising anv
more than three per cent over the
previous year's tax. This rate is
about one half of the rale of
inflation.
So now the taxpayer feels as if he
is getting a break. The politician is
thanked for what he did in cutting
the (axes.
Then it comes time for the
taxpayer's children to go to school
and it does not have the funds (o

operate. So the taxpayer gets upset
at government for not keeping the
schools running.
What the taxpayer does not
realize is thai he was responsible for
the closing of the school, just by
supporting the cut in property taxes.
In order to keep the schools from
closing, an operating levey would
have to be approved, raising taxes
again.
No matter what happens, the
taxpayer is loosing. The politician is
still spending the same amount of
money, getting the same fringe
benefits and extra expenses.
The way the United Slates
political system is set up, in theory
at least, is that the voters control the
ultimate outcome by controling
those who hold public office.
The citizens should use this power
to elect representatives who will do
something about excessive government spending.
It will not be easy making
politicians give up the extras they
have become accustomed to.
The general public should not
have lo make (he sacrafices involved
in order lo cut taxes.
Politicians have lived too high for
too long at taxpayer expense. It is
lime (o cut back and the first cuts
should come from those who abuse
their rights the most.

recognition they get for making a
success of themselves, I personally
don't like the thought of being
compared someday to someone
who was in my class and made
their mark while I choose the
middle class obscurity and didn't
write the novel or win a Pulitzer
Pri/.c. So therefore I'm termed
as one of the failures in my field.
I don't mean to sound bitter
because I may just be a success
and be that person that everyone
else is compared to, but we can't
all be successful and we all aren't
going to be, at least in the terms the
dictionary applies to the word.
But maybe that is not a particularly realistic way to describe
success and what it really is.
Maybe our ideas have been placed
to high as to how what success is to
us. We all need to come down to
earth so that we won't have to go
through some of the discouragement
that many people face, when they
get out of school, and aren't immediately placed in a job.
College is just a stepping stone to
the real world. For many of us it is
the first time we get away from the
security of our families and some
independence, but it is still a
regulated secure environment.
We must be prepared to face the
fact that our dreams of success
may be slow in coming.

Student Senate
steadily improving integrity

It is not being used as an evaluation of
a student's progress, but only shows
what kind of shape a student has kept
himself m throughout his life.
As for the exercise value of the run, a
one time run will not have any kind of
medicinal value for the student and it is
unlikely that throwing someone into a
run that he is unprepared for will inspire
him into doing some further running on
his own.
Getting 15 per cent of your physical
education grade from running one 12minute run is unfair to a student who is
not suited to be a long-distance runner.
If physical education should be
required at all, the course should be
graded on an equitable basis, not on an
exercise that discriminates against
people who are not good runners.
Rhonda Edelen

band not to play until their cheer is
finished. It's a practice known as
common courtesy.
And perhaps Mr. Dearen, if you don't
exactly appreciate Superman or the
Lone Ranger, remember last year when
there was no pep band and school spirit
was at an all tune low.
Our pep band - if anything - is not
given enough recognition. They play a
variety of tunes to decrease monotony
and they show more spirit than most
students.
For example, they were at the pep
rally last Thursday night, where were
you?
Kim Latham
EKU Cheerleader

Team spirit

Editor:
Too often we are apt to critize the
actions of others and too often we tend
NOT to compliment them on a Job well
done.
That is the purpose of this letter. I
would like to publicly take this opportunity to thank and commend Mr.
Tom Richardson and his grounds crew
for the efficient manner in which they
have kept the parking lot at the Alumni
House sanded and cleared during the
snows we have been experiencing this
year.
To date no cars that I know of have
been stuck in the lot. Also, these grounds
crews *worked over the weekend
clearing our lot and others that we
might be able to park in safety and not
be (earful of being-stock on the hill
-behind the Alumni House.
So, Tom - we thank you and all your
ground crews! >
Sincerely, Lorraine Fotey
Secretary, Alumni Affairs
Mary Frances Richards Alumni House

Editors note: The following guest
editorial was written by Mark
Hester, chairman of Ike Public
Relations Com mi (lee for Ike Sindent Senate:
The Eastern Kentucky University
Student Association, representing
the student body in the form of the
Student Senate, has been steadily
improving its competence and
integrity on campus. With the
formation of the Public Relations
Committee the Student Senate is

Guest opinion
slowly improving it's publicity on
campus. Many students at this time
still do not know much about the
Sludcni Association nor its purpose.
The Student Senate has consistently dealt with issues and
problems of students on campus,
such as open house policy, 24-hour
lobby areas, etc. since it originated.
Along with these traditional
functions of investigating and
helping solve campus problems,

Student Senate is facing a new
direction.
Lasi semester began the Student
Association's further attempts to
channel' energies toward: helping
Student Activities in spirit oriented
activities'. Free University went
splendidly, as it does again this
semester, the Arts and Crafts Fair
had it's best Fall showing so far and
this spring it's shaping up again.
EKU Weekend *7g went off very
well and is being looked forward to
again.
The Standing Committes of
Student Senate handle all issues
brought before (he Senate. Each
student senator is required to be on
a committee to research campus
problems and take a stand on
campus issues.
The Academic Affairs Committee
is finishing up the new drop/add
system started last semester and is
helping out in registration for next
fall.
The Student Rights & Responsibilities Committee is responsible for

bringing proposals in front of
Senate about campus facilities.
Presently, (his committee is researching (he effectiveness of
Building and Grounds clearing of
snow and ice from Eastern's streets.
Also, the committee is working on
getting a student lawer and reducing
(he off-campus housing.
The Public Relations Committee
along with the Scotia Committee is
preparing a Freshman Record for
incoming Freshmen; a pictorial
survey of incoming freshmen along
with campus information. This
committee since its formation last
semester has been responsible for
EKU Weekend '78, general publicity
for Student Association and open
forum for Senate and colleges in
the University and Door-to-Door
Night.
The Student Senate Vacancy
Elections will be held on February 6,
1979 in the Powell Bldg., so come
out and support these representatives.

Editor's mailbag
Letter to Larry

Arts Editor:
Mr. Bernard, (cough, cough) you
have been attempting, in each consecutive arts column since September,
to shock u« with your "bold" and
"unprecedented" features ronrfining
pornography, obscenity, sexual
aberrations, etc.
I can understand your "need" to play
the devil's advocate; (Freud might
have called it displaced exhibitionism,
but that's another matter), in fact, I am
sure you perceive your role, i.e. your
mission here at Eastern quite well.
Naturally you are out to "shake us
up" and threaten the very- core of our
"puritanical sensibilities' with your
conscientiously scandalous art features.
That is all fine and well of course, but
while you are busy staking your claim
as the enfant terrible of collegiate
newspapers there are those of us who
would like to read something winch has
some real insight into art.
Your last column. "Obsession with
sex affects all artistic endeavors,"
obviously lacked such insight and
lacked even the "shock impact" which,
I suppose, was the justification for
printing it:
Your column might have shocked me
had I bean attending Eastern around
1950. but as it stands I fail to see
anything shocking or new in the subject
matter.
It is a generally accepted fact that
more people will stand In line to see ■
porno fHck than a "cultural ifiw..'
Pornography has always has a wide
appeal, even in societies where sexual
mores are strictly regulated (the Victorian Age, for example). •
I object «teo to the statement that "the.
mere mention of that three letter word
"sex" is enough to excite most people
into an aroused state." I thank yon may
be distorting human nature with this

a.

generalization, unless of course your
friends are different than mine.
However. I really don't THINK THAT
IS THE CASE. Sure, people are invariably stimulated by erotica of some
sort but to drool at the mere mention of
the word sex? Really!
I dose by saving that I have not
posted a rebuttal until now simply
because I rarely read your articles.
The only reason I read last week's
article was because the title looked
interesting, perhaps one might even say
original.
But I was disappointed.
It was the same old Larry Bernard
"scandal".
True, what you wrote may Jolt the
sophmoric, the inhibited and the over
protected, but why cater to that
audience? Give us something new.
If you want to write about obscenity,
then do it with some insight and
originality.
Do not, I repeat, PLEASE do not
rehash the same things that
socialologists and psychologists have
been telling us about ourselves for the
last two decades.
Alfred J. Any

12-minute run
Editor.
I am writing about your editorial
concerning the 12-minute run.
.
Your editorial states that the other
state schools suggested a pre-test and a
post-test to check the progress of
students.
Although your editorial may say that
the 12-minute run is being used for that
purpose, if currently is not. The 12ftiHwdHun is administered only once a
semester, sometimes with llttV/oY no
preparation for the students involved.
The way the run is presently being
handled, it provides the student with
little or no benefit.

Editor,
I am writing this letter in regards to
another letter written to the editor, Jan.
25, from Doug Dearen.
In his letter he complimented the
student body concerning the fantastic
show of enthusiasm and school spirit
during the televised Tennessee Tech
game.
And indeed, they do deserve a hand
for the spirit at this institution has skyrocketed in comparison to last year.
Yet in the same letter, he deeply
criticized the band for playing two fight
songs.
Actually, two fight songs don't sW.
If Mr. Dearen knew whaThe was talking
about, be would know that they play the
fight song and a version of the Eastern
Alma Matter.
At the same Urne, he criticized (heir
silence during£an opposing team's
cheers.
Our squad has personally asked the.

t

Thank you

Mark
Jim Tkonsason
Elizabeth Palmer-Ball.
Sarah Warren
Lisa Rensnaw
Keen****.
Ginny Eager
Larry Bernard.
Robin Paler
Dieter Cartton
■
Scott Mlndrum.......
Harvey Ihinbar
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News/Features
' Whash' wrong with a little drinky?
By ROB DOLLAR
Staff Writer
What's the most familiar phrase on
ju»t about every college campus.
especially Eastern?
It's not. "Let's go to the library and
study."
That's not even close.
It's not, "Gee. that was an interesting
class today."
Thai's even farther off base.
Give up?
Would you believe. "Let's go downtown and get wasted."
Well, believe it or not. that phrase is
much more prevalent than the

Commentary
academic phrases that one would expect
to hear at least 100 times a day in a
college environment.
In fact, statistics from the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism indicate that campus surveys report that between 71 and 96
percent of all college students drink
alcoholic beverages.

The Institute also reports that about
one in three adults in the United States
is a nondrinker at the present time,
allowing a person to speculate that if
you don't drink, then college may not be
to your liking.
It would certainly appear that
drinking goes with college like books go
with library and paper goes with pencils.
What the question boils down to.
though, is not whether to drink in the
first place, but whether to drink
responsibly or irresponsibly, if such
extremes even exist.
Regretfully, alcohol can lead to
problems, most notably the disease of
alcoholism.
In fact, the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism reports
thai there are an estimated 10 million
persons in the United States with an
alcohol oroblem.
A further statistic reveals that 36
million Americans can be regarded as
caught in the trap of alcohol abuse in the
form of unhappy marriages, broken
homes and so forth.
So why the big deal about drinking?
Exactly why do college students, as

well as people in general, place such a
heavy emphasis on alcohol?
No one can really say for sure.
One survey at California Polytechnic
State University reported that 20 percent of the students polled said they
drank "frequently or occasionally to get
drunk." while 35 percent admittedly
drank "io get high."
Interestingly enough, taste was not
documented in the survey as a reason
for drinking.
What an earthshaking discovery, few
people drink because they like the taste
nf alcohol.
Another popular reason why students
might drink is the widespread claim
that it helps to relieve the social and
academic pressures abundant at school.
If there is a solid basis for this claim,
what's to prevent us from assuming that
college and our professors cause us to
drink and thus becomes the origin of a
potential future problem.
Then, finally, there is the ever popular
reason for drinking that everyone surely
must hear at least once a day.
"I drink to have a good time."

If drinking is the only way that a
person can have a good time, it makes
one wonder if something may be wrong.
One of the most interesting facts
turned up by the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism from
various college surveys had to do with
students' views on drinking.
At just about every campus, surveyed
students were quick to point out how
Playboy or Penthouse magazines had
ranked their college as the top drinking
school in the nation in a particular year.
It was truly a source of pride and
accomplishment to the students.
In view of the widespread devastation
associated with alcohol abuse, which
includes an economic loss of S2S billion a
year in the United States, the irony of
the observation is remarkable.
One local college student, sitting in his
favorite downtown bar, summed up the
whole problem perfectly.
When asked why he drinks, he
sheepishly replied. "Everybody drinksdon't they?"
Then he turned to the bartender and
slurringly said. "Schlitz Lite," just as
he fell from his barstool to the floor.

In Madison County

Airport project nears end of runway
By ROB DOLLAR
Staff Writer
An eight and one-half year project of
(ptxMo by SCOTT ADAMS) jfying to establish an airport in Madison
County will be completed sometime this
spring when the Madison Airport is
officially opened, according to Howard
With the onslaught of terrible weather many girls won't have to brave the icy
Colyer, executive director of the Richmads to go shopping Luckily for these two. there is a campus bookstore to do their
mond Chamber of Commerce.
browsing in. Ginny Palmer-Ball, on the left, and Missy Palmer-Ball are from
I.nuisville Ginny. a sophomore is an undecided major and Missy is a junior history
major
Colyer. who also serves as the
chairman of the Madison Airport Board,
stated that the specific day of the
opening could not be determined
because it depended entirely on the
weather the next few months, since
dressed by Feb. 1 to Alice Brown.
some work remains to be completed.
The University is offering residents of Division of Speical Programs (606-622this area a course in personal comHe indicated, though, that if the
puters Feb. 28 - April 25. No prior
weather was nice daring the month of
college study is necessary to enroll.
March that the opening possibly could
The special interest course will inoccur in late April or early May. in ...
clude such topics as number systems
The 4000 foot long runway of the
An exhibition of works in precious
and codes, the microcomputer system,
considerations in buying a personal metals will begin at the University Feb. airport was recently completed last
computer, computer arithmetic, 4. featuring the art of Mary Lee Hu, November and Colyer reported that it
computer logic and boolean algebra, president of the Society of American has the capacity to hold aircraft
weighing up to 30,000 pounds.
programming, and input-output in- Goldsmiths.
The exhibit in Giles Gallery will run
terface.
Another aspect of the completed
through Feb. 28. The Department of Art airport will feature radio controlled
Questions about registration, fees, invites the public to attend this free
and course material should be ad- event

Family planning

Computer course offered

Metal art in Giles

lights for night air traffic, specifically
designed to conserve energy.
As of this date, fencing, the paving of
taxi-ways, and the completion of an
access road are all that is needed to
finish the airport, according to Colyer
He added that the location of the
airport would be just off of the Ballard
Road, one mile west of 1-75, between
Berea and Richmond.
Colyer commented that the airport
does not belong to the county per se.
since the cities of Richmond and Berea
have equal investments in the facility,
along with the county.
For this reason. Colyer added that the
official name of the facility would be the
Madison Airport, so as not to infer that
the property was solely county owned.
Reportedly, grants from the Federal
Aviation Division and the Kentucky
Division of Aeronautics also helped to
finance the building of the airport.
Colyer also stated that among the
main thrusts for establishing the airport
was the desire to serve the college institutions and industries within Richmond and Madison County.

He said that the institutions and industries were "a very integral part of
our community." and that the airport
would serve them in a number of ways.
Among the uses that he cited for the
airport included such functions as
providing air service for Eastern and
Berea College faculty, providing a
training location for Eastern ROTC,
providing a facility for corporate aircraft, as well as providing a facility for
private airplane owners.
Colyer further commented that the
airport would not only be a great asset

for the existing community, but that it
would be a "selling point" for attracting
new industries to the Richmond area.
He cited the fact that two industries
that set up plants in Richmond in recent
years, Exide and Sherwin-Williams,
investigated the plans for an airport in
Madison County, before making final
decisions on whether or not to relocate
to the Richmond area.
He added that the airport "will nave a
great impact on the growth of Richmond
and Madison County."
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What is the biggest problem you've encountered dace yea came
to the University?

(Photot oy STEVE BROWN)
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Don't let
Coles
the crabs bug you
Raymond
Fee,in9
M.D.

The French call it "Ouce
d'Amour" or "love louse." We call
it crabs, or to get technical
"pediculosis pubis." We see several
cases a week here in the dispensary.
People who have it tend to get
very uptight, feeling unclean and
scabrous and defiled, so its worth
saying a couple of things about it.
First, while it can be transmitted
during sexual contact, it is not,
repeal NOT a veneral disease. It is
an infestation, like the chiggers you

crabby?

can get at a picnic.
Second, being an infestation, the
little creatures can hide out in
clothing bedclothes, mattresses,
upholstered chairs, and bathrooms,
and then hop onto people.
They itch like mad in the pubic
hair and can be seen as tiny spots in
a good light, moving around or
clinging to hairs.
The treatment is specific - it
comes as a prescription cream or
lotion (gamma benzene hcxachlor-

ide) which cost a few bucks at the myriads of tiny black things scurring
drugstore. The directions are on the along in single file.
package.
That is why one doesn't see lice in
I might mention in passing that the morgue. The problem there is
there are two other ways of getting cockroaches.
rid of the problem. The first is to
Anyone who has lice should
have a very high fever, and the
second is to be dead. The reason is identify and warn all appropriate
that lice live in a very narrow personal contact, if my meaning is
temperature range, and they will go clear. Also bedding, clothing, and
looking for more salubrious climate. other possible hideout areas should
We used to see it at Bellevue be located and sprayed with a bug
Hospital on the bowery bums bomb, that includes lice in the
brought in dying from alcoholism, directions.
pneumonia, exposure, and starvaThat's all it takes. Remember, it's
tion. There would be these long dark not veneral, it's not necessarily
strings across the bedclothes, sloppy hygiene - (unless you neglect
coming from their bodies, and on it).
closer inspection one could see
It's just one of those things!

World events,
celebrities
can be baffling
Kdltor's note: Vert Wilkinson,
age 21. Is a Junior journalism theatre arts major from Liberty.

peace. Despite the Shah's orders, he
warned that any government headed
by the Ayaiollah would face serious
military opposition — possibly a
cpup.

encompass all of them. His answer:
"I give up. Is this a quiz?"

Israels's Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan is trying to arrange a summit
Who rules Iran? Shah Mohammeeting between Egypt's President
med Reza Pahlavi is in exile in
The Ayaiollah, who is the leader Anwar Sadat and Israel's Prime
Morocco. Ion's Prime Minister
of the Shiite sect (to which most Minister Menachem Begin. He 'is
Shahpour Bakhtiar is in Iran.
Iranians belong), is a religious experiencing difficulty. Egypt and
Ayatollah^Knomeini is in exile in
zealot, an anii-Setnitisi
and, the U.S. are unreceptive to Dayan's
France.*- Copfused? So are .the reportedly, an anti-feminist. There proposal. Since the U.S. so
Iranians.
despcrately*.wants peace in the
When the Shah 1e/t Iran, for* is a very real possibility that the' Middle East, why are -we so
Egypt, he told the military to . Ayaiollah would force the U.S. to reluctant to agree to «^ —««ngs?
close its monitoring stations on the
support the Bakhtiar government.
"reskl-.,. Carter is to be excluded
Russian border.
* t
He told the Iranian high command
from the talks becaii»vhe sides too
that he did not want them to stage a
As the world waits to see who will
frequently with Sadat.
coup.
eventually rule Iran, I am stunned
With the Vietnamese takeover of
Bakhtiar, whd has the reluctant
by the, antipathy of so many of my
support of the military (out of peers. When I asked several of my Cambodia, it seems that another Of
respect for the Shah's orders), is
friends for the opinions about the the Southeast Asian dominoes has
unable to bring the country to Iranian crisis, one reply seemed to fallen. Though guerilla warefare has

r'oiey

already begun, there is little doubt
about the eventual outcome of the
war. President Carter warned
Russia and the Vietnamese not to
threaten Thailand's borders. Thail- ■
and can rest assured, now that
Moscow has assured Washington
that the borders will be respected!
In celebrity news, some people are
trying different things. Muhammed
Ali is making a TV movie. Carol.
Burnett and Dolly Parton taped a
Valentine's Day special, while Jodie
Fof-^s going to play, of au things,
a mere teenager Hnwmv Mi|^|
Baryshnikov is, as usual, brilliant in
the New York .. City Ballet's
.production of "The Four Seasons."
Thank heavens, someone knows
what he is best at, and is content to
leave well enough alone.

Gayla

Anburgey.

"I think the biggest problem is
that information is not really
clarified in the manuals. You have to
run all over campus to get
something done."

Fraa Wllkersoa, j—ter-eteaaentary
Mary Wilson. junlor-correcttoas.
edacatloa. Lextagta*. Ky. Louisville. Ky.
"People going home on weekends.
"Getting used to everything. It's» .Places
aren't open on ■iiakanda
so different. I went to another . because there' are not enough
school."
"..^wT•tirex Folley. freshman - politic.I
science. Gretasborg. Ky.
"I think we ought to have 24-hour
lobbies at least. What are students
going to do in a lobby?" .

—

ik

Ron Mack. janlor-asychoUgy.
l-exlagtea, Ky.
"There's a lot of problems. I can't
point out one specifically. One of the
major problems is advisors falling
to meet the student's needs,
especially freshmen."

sophomore-

flnanrr. Ashland, Ky.

Bob Lowe, freshmia-pre-oharsiit; ,
Stanford. Ky.
"Finding a parking place close to
mv dorm That's the only thing I can
think of right now."

.■»
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Disinterest leaves ISA
with dwindling membership
Bv WANDA ( Mil I >K KSS
Mall Writer
■'II is urn ;i club II is an association
lor both foreign and American
-tudents "
SiK-h is the International Student
Association is\- said President Raja
Salman. 21. a junior from Jerusalem
Hid member of the l.amba Chi
'ralernity.
However. Ihe ISA is no longer
flourishing According to Salman, the
■iicmbership has dropped from SO to
live It once consisted of 46 foreign and
lour American members.
Salman cites the decline as a result ot
ihe organization not having enough
activities Also, because American
students do not support the ISA. the
loreign students, ton. lose interest, he
said.
r'nrmed in 1972. the idea of University
professors, the ISA's aims were to
encourage communication between
foreign and American students and to
rnlighten others of their culture through

ihe use of films, lectures and other
activities
Salman admits that being president of
the ISA is not easy. In fact, he said it's
the most difficult organization to lead
because of the different cultures and
opinions. He added that it is hard to be
democratic.
Despite Ihe problems, the ISA does
sponsor three conferences, a United
Nations Day and an annual dinner,
which draws about three hundred
participants.
Salman hopes the ISA can set up a
scholarship program for foreign
students with financial problems and
get more press coverage of foreign
students' affairs on campus
According to Salman, the "press isn't
covering foreign affairs as adequately
as they should.'' He feels that the
Progress, for one. does not com
municaie with foreign students about
their affairs.
Salman says there were one hundred
fiflv one foreign students enrolled here

last semester Of that number, one-third
■>r less are members of the ISA.
Politically, there are no foreign
students in the Student Senate, nor in
any of the other University student
offices, but Salman blames this on insufficient support.
And as for the ISA. if no more
members join by next semester,
predicted Salman, the ISA will be absolved - unless something dramatic
happens.
As it is. the organization has tried
several methods to encourage membership - putting up posters, sending
out personalized letters and even calling
students - all to no avail.
Regardless of the problems facing the
ISA. plans for the annual dinner are still
underway. The dinner Is scheduled to
take place in April, will be joined by the
Spanish. French. Ciruna and the Baptist
Student Union members.
In spite of the non-interest, Salman
upholds the ISA's purposes. He feels
thai American and foreign students can
learn a great deal from one another.

'Tracing Your Roots' class
grows family trees
There are also records for other
various Counties and even some on
surrounding states.
People want to know who they are and
Documents has some colonial records
where they come from.
from Georgia and Virginia
Because of this the study of genealogy
Most of the genealogical material in
is one of the fastest growing leisure the library is in the Townsand Room and
activities. Genealogy is the study of most of the genealogical research is
one's ancestry
done from there.
Dr. Dixon Barr. dean of the College of
"We have two complete Kentucky
Education is involved in teaching a census and guides on how to find
class in beginning genealogy.
others." said Sharon McConnell of the
The course. "Tracing Your Roots," is Townsend Room.
part of a series of courses offered by the
There are about two sections in the
University's Division of Special room that contain genealogical inPrograms.
Emphasis in the course is being formation, according to McConnell
Because of the amounts of material
placed on the methods and materials
being added to the Townsend Room
involved in tracing a family tree, aceach day it is impossible to keep an
cording to Barr.
"Kentuckians are lucky. They have accurate list of all the information.
There has been a large increase in the
two fine references right here in the
State. The Library of the Kentucky number of people using the Townsend
Historical Society in Frankfort and the Room'Tot genealogies! research, according to McConnell.
Filson Club in Louisville," Barr said.
"Ever since the bicentennial more
For the beginners course Barr said and
more people have been tracing their
they will use a lot of the records in the
roots," McConnell said.
Crabbe Library.
Now. about one-third of the business
According to Barr the library "*■
some good basic genealogical in- in the Townsend Room is involved in
formation.
genealogy.
The reference room and the
Another reason for the increased
documents room contain census and interest in genealogy is the airing of the
court records for Madison County as television mini-series "Roots" the past
well as several books on how to go about two years.
." 'Roots' was a shot in the arm for
doing genealogical research.
Bv MARK TURNER
Editor

genealogy." Barr said.
Barr began his genealogical studies
when he was in college.
"My great-grandmother always told
me that she was a decendant of Miles
Standish. I reallv wasn't satisfied until I
could prove it." Barr said
The satisfaction in genealogical study
is in the research, according to Barr
"It's what you find and how you find it."
Barr's class started Tuesday but
anyone interested may still sign up The
class meets Tuesdays from 6:30 until
H :III p.m in Combs room 117.
The class will make actual use of the
material in the library to do some
research on their own.
When doing genealogical research
always start with the present generation
and work backwards.
''Sent -with srtat you know and work
back," Barr said.
The main thing, according to Barr is
to document everything with as many
records as possible.
"You don't have to go back to famous
names to get excitement out of
genealogy," Barr said.
For Barr. and most genealogists, the
study of one's ancestry is a personal
thing.
Quoting a poster he saw in the hall,
Barr said. "We inherit the past We
create the future."
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SA initiates
new book-exchange program
Bv BETTY ANN GOINS
Staff Writer
The Student Association for the past
several years has been working to offer
students an alternative to buying books
in the campus bookstore and this
semester was no exception.
A book-exchange program conducted
at the beginning of the semester
replaced a somewhat unsuccessful
book-buy system that had been used in
Ihe past
The book-buy system was dropped
because of problems with storing the
books and keeping track of the money
according to Steve Foster, student
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He explained that more organization
and publication of the book-exchange
service was needed.
Annette Evans, secretary m the
Student Association Office, who handled
most of the inquiries, estimated that
over 300 books were on the list.
"There was pretty much participation I think people were really
naoov with it." commented Evans.
She also stated that she felt many
students weren't aware of the service
and that more publicity was needed.
Foster forecast a bright future for
projects of this type that offer an
alternative to the high prices at the
bookstore.
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association president.
The exchange system, which works as
a referral, allows Students to leave a
note stating their name aadnumber aad
the names of books they wish to sell
When someone comes Into the office to
purchase a book they are given a list
which names the books and their sellers.
"Both the seller and buyer can
benefit." commented Foster.
Although the service was a last
minute effort to aid students Foster was
pleased with the results.
"I think it's really a good service. I
was happy with the response, in which
students took the initiative to come in
and purchase their books." said Foster
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Alternative solutions

Students
responsible for problem areas
Students may also borrow shovels and
ice chippers from the Department of
Public Safety and Security, 2821, to
clear any area of snow and ice.
Student Senator Mike Ditchen announced at the meeting Tuesday that
vacancy elections will be held next
Tuesday, 10a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Powell
Building.
"There are IS names on the ballot,"
said Ditchen, "and competition in all
but one college."
There are four vacant seats in the
College of Applied Arts and Technology,
he said, and only two registered candidates.
President Steve Foster said any
Applied Arts and Technology student
could still run for a vacant seat as a
write-in candidate even though it is too
late to be listed on the ballot.
Also at the Senate meeting, the
Students' Rights and Responsibilities
Committee, chaired by Chris Kramer,

By SARAH WARREN
News Editor
Tired of slipping and sliding to classes
everyday? Student Senate has offered
an alternative.
According to Student Senator Dale
Holbrook. any student who knows of a
specific area which is particularly
hazardous because of ice or snow can
now call the Department of Buildings
and Grounds, 2966, and workers will be
tent to clear the area.
Some slick areas such as the heavilytravelled alley between the Bookstore
and the Powell Building had not been
sufficiently cleared, Vice President
John Cooper told the Senate.
But, Cooper said he thought this was
just an oversight by the Department of
Buildings and Grounds.
Cooper added that it is the students'
responsibility "to call and tell them
about problem areas."

announced investigation into a proposal
to drop the 21 age limit for those wishing
to move off campus.
"We are already running into some
problems," said Kramer.
It would be a loss of income to the
University, he added, but it is still
something the committee should look
into.
Kramer also mentioned the fact that
no security officers were stationed in
the Alumni Parking lot anymore and
(hat several cars had been vandalized
The Senate also discussed the
proposed crosswalk between the Lancaster commuter lot and campus.
A proposal was sent to the Department of Public Safety and Security and
Cooper said he thinks "(hey will work
something out.
"There is no good solution," said
Cooper. "The University is trying . . .
we'll have to bear with them."

Placement gets the jobs
t'ndemeath (he beauty of a layer of wWte »now lies the perils
This victim of the slippery packed snow was seriously injured

yesterday by the steps outside the Moore Building

Federal grants
improve northeast Richmond
Rv MSA RENSHAW
Oty Editor
David Williams is proud of Richmond,
of his work and of himself. Williams.
the
Housing and Community
Development Director for the past two
years, administers federal money used
for improving the community of Richmond
Williams is proud of the success he
feels he"s had in the urban renewal
programs Much of Williams' work is
spent trying to get the necessary funds
for projects Studies to determine Richmond's needs are conducted, sometimes
with the help of the University's geology
and planning departments. Plans are
formed and approved, and finally applications are sent to the feds
Most of the funds Richmond receives
comes in the form of two types of grants
from the Housing and Urban
Development Department (HUDi.
Entitlement grants are guaranteed
funds given over a period of five years.
The last payment from this grant will
come in April, the end of the depart
ment's fiscal year At this time. Richmond will have received a total of $3
million in urban renewal grants

can be assisted in finding summer jobs
and alumni, either recent or not so
recent, can also use the Division of
Placement.
The Placement office performs many
different services, said Zimmerman,
and their main focus in on employment.
They are concerned that the students be
aware of all the different services that
they perform.
One important thing done by
placement is career counseling and
planning. The staff is trained to counsel
and discuss career opportunities, locate
resources materials which would be
helpful to the prospective employee,
give guidance in Career planning for
individuals and help with organizing job
campaigns.
Another function performed by the
office is the career information resource
center. There is a library-like resource
area with information about college,
education, business and industry, public
and private agencies and government.
This area is avilalbe to users of the
Division of Placement.
Employment information is another
aspect of the Placement office.
Statistics, employment trend information and employment projection
within specific fields information is also
available in the Placement office
If a. person is wondering if he is
qualified for a job, the personal job
referrals service might be helpful to
him. It matches up qualifications of a
job with qualifications of applicants and
each qualified candidate receives job
information by phone or mail.
For the students' convenience, employer representatives come to campus
for interviews. The Placement Pipeline

By GINNY EAGER
Features Editor

Richmond also competed for and won
two discretionary grants. One of the
grants helped pay for the Madison
Avenue project, a comprehensive
program involving installation of
sewers and sidewalks, housing
rehabilitation, plus acquisition of
property and relocation of those living
in substandard housing beyond
rehabilitation.
«•
The other grant is paying for a similar
project on Hill Street. Under this
program, rehabilitation of substandard
housing is being stressed along with the
installment of sewers and sidewalks.
There will be some acquisition of
property and.approximately 12 families
will be relocated.
With the success of these two projects
in Richmond's favor. Williams hopes
that additional funding for 1979 will be
given to the city under the new Small
Cities program. Richmond will be in
competition with about 175 other cities
across the state The money from this
grant will affect about 500 people in the
rest of the northeast sector of Richmond.
According to Williams, Richmond has
a better chance at getting the funds than
most of the other cities because "We've

shown that we can administer the
grants. We have a good record in
providing low-income housing," he said.
The department has had to deal with
disappointments as well as successes.
The department had obtained the
money for a downtown revitalization
program, but before the plans could be
implemented, federal regulations
changed. Then the plans were not in
compliance with federal regulations.
The city also had money to build
public swimming pools, but due to a
controversy as to where to build them,
the pools were never built.
Still under decision is the project for
converting the National Guard Armory
into a community recreational caster.
The problem is that the city is not eure
thai (here will be enough funds to
maintain the center after it has been
remodeled, due to the possiblily of tax
culs.
Williams said that he works closely
with the University on many of the
projects. Not only does the geography
department furnish maps, but this
semester three students from the
University working in the department
gaining practical experience along with
coop credit.

"Hey Joe. where ya headed?"
"I'm going over to the Placement
office, graduation is only a few months
away and I've got to start thinking about
earning a living. Why don't you come
along?"
"Nah, I don't need anyone else to find
me a job. I can do it myself."
This could be a typical conversation
between Joe College and his roommate,
David U Man. But actually the
roommate. D.U.M., knows very little
about (he Division of Career Development and Placement
According to Kurt Zimmerman,
director of Placement, "We don't find
jobs, we assist students and alumni in
looking for employment."
The office of Placement, located on
the third floor of the Jones Building, has
been around almost as long as the
University has. But the office has just
recently expanded to offer more services, said Zimmerman.
' Recently, Nancy Holihan, became the
administrative assistant. Zimmerman
said thai with the expansion of the office
came a need for another professional
personnel and Holihan fulfilled this
need.
She is a 1972 graduate of the
University and previously worked in the
office of Student Activities and Affairs.
Holihan said that she enjoys her new
position. "I like being able to work with
students on campus."
According to Holihan, seniors aren't
(he only ones who can benefit by taking
advantage of the office. Underclassmen

in the PS. section of the Progress announces times of these interviews each
week.
Students who register with the office
have a file of their credentials. Upon
request by the employer these files are
duplicated and sent to the employer at
no charge to the student or employer.
Current job vacancies, listing
positions, employer and contact persons
are arranged by categories and complied into an announcement which is
distributed among the University
community and to alumni.
Ail of these services are availalbe,
free of charge, to all University students
and alumni.
Holihan, who has a degree in
elementary education, said, "I work
primarily with students and faculty
involved in the area of education."
An important part of her job are the
group presentations. These are informative speeches on the Placement
office and how it works. Holihan
presents these speeches to campus
organizations, residence halls and
classes such as student teachers.
According to Zimmerman, com
munieatien is very important. Students
must know that Placement is there and
they must know what it can do for them.
One of Holihan's most important
responsibilities is communication and
she fulfills this responsibility through
the group presentations.
An important thing to get across to
students, said Zimmerman, and Holihan
agreed, is that Placement does offer
numerous services for students and
alumni and that all of these services are
free.
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Organizations
Friend-o-gram returns
Thr annual Phi Beta Lambda Priendo-Kram will return February 5 through 9
in front of the grill.
Knr just 25 cents, the Friend-o'gram
mves students an opportunity to send a
special message to a friend who lives on
rumpus on an adorable "Love Is..."
card.
To send the message, the person's
address < room or box number must be

Banner contest too

'Organizations Day'
set for Western game

Riven, in order for the card to be
delivered.
Additionally, for each message that b)
senl. you buy your friend a chance to
win a prize. He may win two free dinners at Marshall's Restaurant, several
passes at either the Towne Cinema or
Campus Cinemas, or other valuable
Rifts contributed by various Richmond
businesses.

By ROBIN PATER
Organizations EdHor

of student activities, the banners "must
be in good taste and relate to the spirit of
the game."
"Organizations Day" will reign
A $50 first-place prize will be awarded
Monday night, Feb. 5 at 7:30 when the to the best banner, while second and
Eastern Colonels meet with long-time third-place prizes will consist of $25
rivals, the Western Hilltoppers at each.
Alumni Coliseum.
Following the game, a disco dance
Student organizations and residence
halls will be able to display their will be held at the Keen Johnson
creativity by submitting spirited Ballroom with entertainment to be
banners for the banner contest to be provided by J. Sutlers Mill's mobile
held and judged at the game's half-time. disco. Featuring a light show in adThe banners, which must be com- dition, the dance will cost only SO cents
pleted and entered in at the student per person.
"Everyone is encouraged to come to
entrance of Alumni Coliseum on Feb. 5
between 2 and 4 p.m., will be hung from the game and the dance." said
Daugherty. "And come early so you can
the upper railings only.
According to Skip Daugherty, director be sure to get a good seat," he advised.

Home Ec. Club stays busy
Bv NANCY SPENCER
Staff Writer
Membership in the Student Section of
the American Home Economics
Association (SSAHEA) is open to any
student in the home economics
department here on campus.
According to Nancy Quaack.
president, the organization is a national
professional club. The University
chapter boasts approximately 40
members.
Quaack
indicated
that
the
organization is an active club. At the
beginning of the fall semester, the club
sponsored a free salad bar in an effort to
recruits new members. Dr Betty
Powers was the keynote speaker who
spoke on the benefits of belonging to a
professional organization.
Past money-making projects include
a Tupperware party in which the club
made approximately 1200. Another
money-making project was making
"Hoodie bags" during finals week last
semester. These bags were purchased
by parents of the members to be
distributed to the members during
finals.
The members also attended a Pall
Workshop at Western Kentucky
University, winning a display award at
this conference. The winning display
was a collage describing the six areas of
home economics.
Future projects include the spring

convention of the student sections to be
held in Louisville in April. State officers
will be elected. Quaack said the
University will nominate at least two
people for officers: Ava Cuticchia and
Lisa Ford. There is a possibility that two
more students from the University will
be nominated although they haven't
been selected yet.
Quaack said that they will be sponsoring speakers on child abuse and
displaced
homemakers
during
February and March.
A future money-making project will
be to sell t-shirts with the club's slogan.
The slogan is "Home Economists Are
Into More Than the Kitchen."
In June, Quaack will attend tin
national convention to be held in Si.
I/mis. Missouri. Anyone interested in
this convention should contact Quaack.
Quaack said that the association is
planning to give a scholarship to one of
the members. The recipient must be a
home economics student with a 2.7 GPA
or higher. The student must have been
active in the club for at least one
semester and must turn in the application by April 1. All applicants will
be judged by the executive officers.
Officers other than Quaack are Diane
Roberson. vice-president; Cindy
Fischer, treasurer; Barb Lee, reporter.
Ava Cuticchia. historian, and Lisa Ford,
publicity.
Advisors for the organization are Mrs
Ruth Phillips. Diane Vachon and Dr.
Susan Willis, instructors in Eastern's
home economics department.

KA's celebrate
at Convinium
By ROBIN PATER
Organizations Editor

Little Colonels stop the show
Strutting her stuff is Little Colonel Tammy Rogers, a freshman from Liberty,
Ky.. who performed at ha If t imp during the Eastern - Morehead game last week

The

The memory of the South s own
Robert E. Lee came to life as the Kappa
Alpha fraternity celebrated the birthday of their founding father at their
annual Convivium Banquet Saturday
night.
According to KA president Phil
Burgess. Robert E. Lee helped found
and establish their fraternity in 1885. KA
chapters all over the nation celebrate
his birthday at this time of year.
"Robert E. Lee is whom we try to
pattern ourselves after," explained
Burgess. "He was a true gentleman."
Recognizing scholarship within the
fraternity was also an important part of

the banquet, which was held at the
Holiday Inn on the Eastern Bypass.
"We honored all brothers with a 3.0
GPA or better to stress scholarship in
(he chapter," said Burgess. "We had six
in the chapter with a 3.S or better," he
added.
Also discussed by the KA's was the
forthcoming celebration of their 10-year
anniversary as a Delta Mu chapter
Eastern's chapter of Kappa Alpha was
founded Feb. 14. 1969.
"We're going to celebrate our anniversary on Feb. IS at the Ramada Inn
Imperial in Lexington." said Burgess
This event will include a banquet
followed by a dance held in conjunction
with Sigma Alpha Kpsilon
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Sports
Hot shooting Toppers

Western cools
Colonel*s heels with hot shooting
Itv ( MHISKI SHKHKV
Staff Writer

When you're hot, you're hoi. when
you're not. you're not. Western Kentucky knocked the Colonels from the
ranks of the unbeaten in the OVC
Monday night with a combination of
good outside shooting and some clutch
free throws as the HiDtoppers claimed a
mi, i victory in a jam packed Diddle
Arena
The Colonels opened the game in a 2-3
/.one The first time they have used it all
season. Since the Hilltoppers couldn't
get the ball inside, they bombed away
from the outside, hitting II of their first
12 shots for an amazing 91.2 percent as
they pulled out to a 17-4 lead.
"They shot the ball much better than
we thought they would." said Eastern's
Ed Byhre Things didn't go well for us

early, we had to press to get ourselves
back in the game. We may have dug
ourselves too deep a hole."
Eastern shot simply miserable in the
first half, hitting 12 of 39 for a lowly 30
percent while Western was blistering

the nets at a 62.5 clip. But thanks to 13
Hilltopper turnovers, the Colonels were
only down 35-28 at the half.
In the second half the Colonels kept
mounting comebacks but Western
refused lo fold. With only 5:27 left.
Eastern was down by only three, 57-54.
but foul trouble plagued the Colonels
and put the Tops on the free throw line
where they hit an unusual 10 for 10 in the
closing minutes which iced any hope of a
Colonel victory.
"You know, that really irks my butt,"
said Byhre. "Those guys are hitting 61
percent as a team from the line and

SEC foes mark tough
competition for Eels
BvWIM.IE SAWYERS
Staff Writer
After two weeks of hard practices, the
Eastern swimming team gets back into
competition with two tough dual meets
with the first one being against Georgia
Thursday night and then the University
of Kentucky on Saturday
Both teams are from the Southeastern
Conference, a perenial powerhouse in
men's swimming. The Eels tied Georgia
for third place Jan. 6 at the Tennessee
Relays but they haven't beaten Kenlucky in the last three years.
With this kind of competiiton upcoming and a two week layoff behind
them, the Eels should be prime and
rested but Eel coach Dan Lichty admitted that his swimmers are tired.
"We are tired. Our team has never

trained to this extent before."
Coach Lichty stated earlier that his
swimmers were tired against Western
when Eastern lost by 20 points Someone
may ask why Coach Lichty practices so
hard right before upcoming meets. This
is part of a new philosophy that Lichty
adopted this year.
The Eels have four weeks to prepare
for the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Swimming Championships and Coach
Lichty stated that he felt this meet
would show where his team was time
wise. "There is some possibility of
breaking some records but we are
concerned with getting the best times
we can. If our guys do the best they can
do. that's all we can ask."
The meet against the University of
Kentucky will begin at 2:00 Saturday

Intramural highlights
The intramural basketball league is
over a week old and will continue as
scheduled this week.
The table tennis singles deadline is
Friday. Feb. i
The racquetball doubles deadline is
Friday. Feb. 9.
The soccer club will continue to have
indoor practice for men's and women's

teams on Friday's 8:30-10:30 p.m. and
Sunday's 8:30-10 p.m. in Begley.
,The Eastern fencing club will also
meet each Tuesday from 7-9 in the
Weaver fencing room. Call Jim Poole
(4605) or Sharon Oster (3238) for information. New members always
welcome.

"Quote of the week"
"You know that really irks my butt. Those guys are hitting 61 percent as a
team from the line and tonight they hit 78 percent. I wish some of my guys that
shoot 60 percent would shoot like that."
Ed Bvhre. Eastern's head basketball coach, commenting on Western Kenlucky 'sRreal shooting alter the Colonels had suffered their first OVC las* of the
year.

tonight they hit 78 percent. I wish some
of my guys that shoot 60 percent would
shoot like that."
James Tillman led Eastern with 19
points before fouling out, Tillman's
i turd low estnoint total of the year. Dave
Bootcheck did a superb job coming off
the bench, scoring 13 points and pulling
down a game high 13 rebounds.
Looking sad in defeat, Byhre had
some words for the wise on the upcoming rematch (Feb. 3). "Our fans are
a lot different now. Wait until they get to
our place. They better be ready."
The loss still leaves the Colonels atop
the pack in the OVC with a 5-1 mark. But
Western and Tennessee Tech are slowly
creeping up on the maroon and white,
both sport 4-2 records.
EASTERN KENTUCKY (65)
Tillman 8 3-4 19, Bootcheck 5 3-5 13.
Jones 5 3-413. Elliott 3 2-2 8, Tierney 2 0-0
4. Merchant 1 2-2 4, Dale Jenkins 2 0O 4,
Williams 0 0-0 0. TOTALS: 26 13-17 65

WESTERN KENTUCKY (70)
Wray 6 3-315, Prince 5 W 14, Trumbo
2 8-9 12, Reese 5 0-0 10, Jackson 4 2-4 10,
Washington 3 1-1 7, Thomas 1 <M> 2.
TOTALS: 26 18-23 70.
HALFTIME:
WESTERN
35,
EASTERN 28; TOTAL FOULS:
EASTERN 22, WESTERN 17: FOULED
OUT: Tillman. Jenkins. ATT. - 12,600.
Eastern did a little clutch free throw
shooting of their own to slide past the
scrappy Morehead Eagles, 97-95 in an
action packed game at Alumni Coliseum
last Saturday
The Colonels hit 19 of 22 from the
charity stripe in holding off an up and
coming Morehead team who was connecting on everything they threw
towards the basket, shooting 55 percent
as a team for the game.

HALFTIME:
EASTERN
57,
MOREHEAD 49; TOTAL FOULS:
EASTERN 23. MOREHEAD, 21:
FOULED OUT: Beckley, Stamper,
Jenkins ATT - 6.450.

BvSUEFREAKI.EY
SUH Writer
Consistency is what seems to be
missing from the Lady Colonels this
vear^That's what basketball coach
Shirley Duncan attributes to the 3-13
record thai the team has recorded with
a little over half of the season already
played.
"We're only playing one senior, we
have six freshmen and it takes a while
for a group like that to really come
along and learn the system. It takes a
while for freshmen to adjust to the
collegiate game." Duncan said.
This week the team fell to Morehead
Stale on Saturday and Western Ken-
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tucky on Monday.
The Colonels took Morehead into
overtime play, which is the second
overtime game this year but were
unable to come up with a wia.
"We played as close to potential as
we've played all season. But we ran out
of steam." Duncan said.
Going into overtime, she told the team
that five minutes is a long time to play,
and you have to play like you've been
playing in regulation time.
Morehead took the game with a 95-86
win. Loretta Coughlin was the leading
scorer in the game with 23 points,
followed by Peggy Gay with 22, Sandra
Mukes with 14 and Sandy Grieb with 10.
"Coughlin has come along in the past
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Vic Merchant goes high over Morehead s freshman starter, Greg Coldiron,
during Eastern's 97-95 victory last Saturday night. Merchant scored 12 points in
the contest, including a crucial three point play which tied the game and led to
an eventual Eastern win.

Inconsistency again nags lady cagers
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MOREHEAD STATE (95)
Napier 12 2-3 26, Clay 8 5-12 21,
Stamper 7 2-2 16, LeMaster 3 4-4 10,
Beckley 3 3-49, Coldiron 3 0-06, Solomon
2 0-0 4, Kelley 1 1-1 3. TOTALS: 39 17-2»
95

Coughlin tops ladies twice

PORTRAITS

Salon & Skin Care Center

'Not too manv of my players would
live through the week if they took shots
like that," said Byhre. "What happens if
they miss? Where's their rebounding?
Their whole game rests on if they hit
their shots or not."
Tillman led the way for the Colonels
with 30 points while Bruce Jones and
Kenny Elliott were close behind with 20
and 18 points respectively. Morehead
was paced by freshman. Glen Napier
who hit 12. of 20 shots, mostly from the
by-pass in scoring his 26 points.
A shouting match between Morehead
assistant. Randy McCoy and Eastern's
Bobby Washington at halftime led to
Colonel Coach Ed Byhre stomping off in
the direction of the Morehead locker
room. Byhre had to be restrained by two
security guards.
A question was asked. "Were they
trying to intimidate you?" to which
Byhre replied, "I don't think Intimidation is the word. I have some
other words that I could use but not
intimidation "
EASTERN KENTUCKY (97)
Tillman 12 6-8 30, Jones 10 0-0 20,
Elliott 6 6-6 18, Merchant 5 2-2 12,
Tierney 2 4-4 8, Dale Jenkins 2 <M) 4,
Williams 1 1-2 3, Bootcheck 1 0-0 2.
TOTALS: 39 19-22 97

We'll see you after the game.
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as compared to 22-23 that they normally
couple of games," Duncan said.
In the Western game, Coughlin also play. They are playing at least three
put the most points on the board with 21. games a week.
Gay had 14 and Grieb added U
, to "Wjte seen marked iraorovemant in
But Western took the game away wilhUhe (■ Mt gawks," RmcanSuid
a 90-66 victory.
' :;''ThefWha* been three games
"We were only behind by about five * we played"ery well but'we hive not
points at half time. They were scoring gained consistency yet "
Looking on to the rest of the season,
and we were unable to get the ball in the
basket even though we had the shots," Duncan said that the team has got to
keep their heads up and have a positive
Duncan said.
There are several reasons why the attitude.
Colonels have not been coming up with
The Colonels have a game Saturday
wins, according to Duncan thev are: against Western Carolina University at
inconsistency, low shooting percentages 5:15 In Alumni Coliseum. Next Thurand a tough schedule.
sday - Saturday the team will play in the
This season the team has 27 games to Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
play, not counting tournament games. which will be played in the Coliseum.
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second
chance?

Gymnastics:
en drop two to Hoosier foes...
Bv KOB IKll.l.AR
Mat! Writer
Kastern's men gymnasts finished a
poor third last Saturday in a triangular
meet held at Muncie. Indiana, against
Ball State University and Indiana
University.
Ball State easily outdistanced the
Colonels by a score of 202 35 to 174.06,
while Inidana finished second wHh a
score of 197 35
Coach Jerry Calkin commented that
there was some confusion about the
linal score, when officials at the score
table messed up in the scoring of some
of the events.
Calkin said the meet was one "with
some very good routines and some very
poor routines" from the Colonel squad
;md added that basically, consistency
was lacking
He attributed the poor showing, in
part. to the fact that t be meet was on the
road and that the weather made it hard
lor traveling.
He added, that after looking back on
the match both he and the team felt that
their performance could have been
much better
Calkin stated that the team had an
excellent showing in the rings event, but
had problems in the other exercises.
He praised freshman, all-around man,
Stan Hewett for having a good meet, as
well as freshman. Randy Gall, who
according to the coach had his best meet
ever on the pommel horse and rings.
The Colonels were also plagued by an
injury to Dave Smith, after he fell off of
the high bars injuring his shoulder.
Calkin stated that up to that time.
Smith was having a "super meet" but
the injury caused him to be scratched
from the parallel bars exercise, thus
hurting the team's chances at a better
performance.
Calkin slated that the injury did not
appear to be serious, but added that
Smith would not be used in the team's

Wilkerson best

next meet
The Colonels resume action this
Saturday when they host Indiana
University at 1 p.m. in the Weaver
Gymnasium

The meet will be held along with the
women's gymnastics team, who will be
going up against Indiana University and
Appalachian State.

Kalhy Goode. one of Agnes Chrieteberg's young women gymnasts, goes about
her routine on the balance beam during the women's match with Western last
Saturday. Goode placed second in the all-around competition as the women won
lor the third time in four weeks. Goode is a freshman from Versailles. Ky

\l. •. women out-perform Western
R\ MONICA KK.IKI.lt
*MtlWrt««-

£.;:•.

I.ed by the outstanding performances
of Rhonda Wilkerson. Kathy Goode. and
"l.iurn Spencer, the women's gymnastics team outdistanced Western
- Kentucky's squad 127.35 points to 107.75
points last Saturday at Weaver gym
"The meet wasn't as good as we can
£dn." commented Agnes Chrietzberg.
," head roach of the team, "but at least
we're headed back up the hill."
Wilkerson. a sophomore from Paris.
my., was the winner in the all-around

rimi|M-tition. as Eastern swept the top
tkece spots Wilkerson won with 31.35
point;.. Goode. a freshman from Versailles. Ky-. was second with 32.30
points, and Beth Miles, the lone senior
on the team, finished third, having 31.80
ixiinls
The meet was highlighted by the
lierformances of Spencer, who scored a
MS on the balance beam'. Wilkerson.
with .i 'i oo on the floor exercise: and
Coode who scored a 9.15 also on floor
exercise.
"We are very strong in dance and the
women have a lot of creativity." ex-

V
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1.24
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.1.24
HAM
1.24
HAM & CHEESE
134
SALAMI (Genoa)
...1-24
SALAMI & CHEESE
134
LIVERWORST.
,....1.14
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Swimming
Today - Georgia - Combs, Natatorium 7:30 P-m.
Feb 3 - Kentucky • Combs Natatorium - 2
p.m.
^^

Gymnastics I Men'el
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BesketbaU IWomen'sl
Today Louisville Away
Fab. 3 - Western CeroHna - Alumni
Coliseum 5 15 p.m.
Weetem Kentucky - Alumni
Feb 5
Coliseum b.lb D.m.
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Feb 3 > Indians. Applechian - Wesver
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1 p.m.

SUB CENTER
REGULAR
SANDWICHES

UPCOMING EVENTS
BasketbslllMsn's]
- Middle Twinnm

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

Novelties

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

However, when Luy was asked to
comment hypothetically on what
kind of circumstances would constitute
extenuating
circumstances
under which a student could be
admitted to the second opportunity
program a second time he claimed
he couldn't comment.
It is Luy's responsibility to
recommend anyone for the second
chance program so he had to be the
one who felt that Payne had enough
potential to deserve another second
chance. In retrospect he obviously
was wrong.
So what this all adds
up to is that Payne's GPA meant
nothing because he kept having it
erased under the second chance,
program.
On the same subject it is
interesting to note that the OVC has
no minimum requirements that
student-athletes must meet so that
they are able to play ball.
This is unusual considering that
many of the larger conferences have
these academic standards and are
still capable of fielding competitive
athletic teams.
It is true that the OVC schools
would have a much harder time in
the recruiting wars because they
don't carry the glamor of some of
the bigger schools but not to have
set any standards at all seems to be
an irresponsible act and a disservice
to the student-athlete academically.
DIAMOND DUST: Looking back a
little at some of Eastern's earlier

MCAT DAT • LSAT • GMAT
GRE OCAT • VAT • SAT
NMBI.II.IIIECFMG FLEX VQE

Sorority Mascots,

PHONE
6232390

plained Chrietzberg.
The Colonels were tops in each of the
four events and were just, "a stronger
team than Western." according to
Chrietzberg.
Kastem's next meet is Saturday at
I oo p.m in Weaver Gym. The women's
and men's teams will be competing at
the same time for the first time.
The women go up against Indiana
University and Appalachian State while
the men face Indiana.
"Both teams have been strong in the
past." said Chrietzberg. "but all our
gymnasts will be competing so it should
be a very good meet."

Everyone deserves a second
chance.
This is what Eastern's second
opportunity program is all about.
Since 1969, approximately 200
students have been helped to earn
their degrees though the second
opportunity program of which Dr.
Jack Luy is the head.
"Essentially the program was
started to give students who had the
potential but weren't making it."
said Luy.
Bobby Payne, a football player
who recently flunked out of school
while in the program, wasn't
making it in the classroom so he was
given a second chance under the
second opportunity program. His
credits were then channeled into an
associates degree program and his
GPA was given a fresh start.
Payne was kicked out of school
after his junior year but a year later
was re-admitted under the second
opportunity program for the second
time because of his potential.
Potential for the classroom or
football field?
Once again his GPA was given a
fresh start. The failing grades
removed that had nothing to do with
his degree program and once again
Payne was able to qualify as a
student and play football.
Of course a second chance on the
second opportunity program is not
rare but it is not exactly common
either, according to Luy.

opponents this year it is interesting
to note that some of the teams that
the Colonels have played are doing
quite well.
Eastern upset Dayton by two
points earlier this year but since then
the Flyers have gone on to post a
14-4 record. The Colonels also
posted a two point win over Ball
State this year and they have been
very successful with a I2-S record
which is good enough for third in
the Mid-American Conference.
The Colonels also lost two earlier
games this year to Nevada-Reno and
Toledo but they have gone on to
show that they
were worthy
opponents. Nevada-Reno is now
13-4 and Toledo leads the MidAmerican Conference also with 13-4
record. The Colonels also still have
to play West Virginia who has a 1CV6
record and is third in the Eastern
Eight Conference.
The Colonel
cagers
besides
leading the OVC standings lead in a
few other team categories. They
have the highest scoring (85.9) and
rebounding (43.9) averages in the
conference. They also lead the
conference in Held goals made.
James Tillman continues to lead
the OVC in scoring with a 25.5
average. Bruce Jones in tenth in the
conference with 12.8 average.
One of the highlights this
weekend will be a dual gymnastics
meet with both the men's and
women's teams participating at the
same time. Agnes Chrietzberg's
once defeated women will take on
Indiana and Appalachian State
while Gerry Calkin's men take on
Indiana. The meet will take place at
1 p.m. in the Weaver Bldg.

•
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Middle, Western
arrive for Coliseum
wars as the battle
for the top begins
By KEN TINGI.EY
Sports Editor

As far as the strategies of modern war
■ire concerned, the best thing that could
|xissibl\ happen to a country at war
uniild be to fight on the other guy's turf.
Such is not the case this weekend as
Eastern's Cagers return home after a
short one game road trip.
Although, the Middle Tennessee game
won't quite qualify as a war. you can bet
that the Western game on Monday night
* ill feature more fireworks than when
the allies'landed in Normandy on Dl>ay
Fighting these two games on their
home lurf should prove to be quite an
asset for Colonel boss Ed Byhre. The
Colonels have now won 13 straight
games at the Coliseum, dating back to a
four game winning streak last year
The Rlue Raiders are 11-7 this year
and sport a 3-3 OVC mark which leaves
them two games in back of the Colonels
They will be hoping to avenge an earlier
season home court defeat which saw
Eastern win 81-77.
dreg Joyner continues to be the offensive ringleader for Middle,
averaging 21 8 points per game. Last
week he was voted the OVC player o( the
week.

ByCHKISELSBERRY
Staff Writer
The 1978-79 basketball season is only
halfway over for the Eastern Kentucky
Colonels, but two people are already
looking forward to next season.
Tommy Baker and Jim Harkins are
sitting out this season in the wake of
transferring from Indiana and Miami of
Ohio respectively.
Baker, a 6-2 guard from Jeffersonville
High School in Indiana, was a starter for
Bobby Knight's Hoosiers before Knight
kicked him and two other players off the
team for allegedly smoking marijuana
After looking at Eastern Kentucky
and the University of New Mexico,
Baker chose the Richmond school
mainly because "it was close to home
and I really liked the people down
here."
According to Baker, the Colonels
game plan will be perfect for him. "This
is my style of play," said Baker. "I
think I'll fit in right away."
"The most important thing right now
is determination," said Baker. "You

Although the Colonels high powered
offensive machine was shut down by the
hot shooting Toppers from Western,
I hey hope to regain top form and of
course revenge the five point defeat in
Rowling Green
"We have a rematch a week from
tonight." said a dejected Byhre Monday
night "We'll be looking forward to that
rematch."
The Colonels played a gutsy game
Monday as they made things close after
they were down 17-4 before a sellout
crowd in Diddle Arena.
Western's early hot shooting proved a
handicap but Eastern's 35 percent
shooting from the field proved to be the
fatal blow
"They came out and hit 10 of their
first 11 shots," said Byhre "and that'i
hard to stop."
Western will arrive in Richmond with
n 12-6 record and riding a four game
winning streak. They currently trail
Eastern by one game in the OVC by way
of their 4-2 record.
Greg Jackson, a pre season AII-OVC
pick, and Rick Wray, a center
averaging 10.4 points a game and
leading the team in rebounding, will be
the players to watch as the Colonel
cagers try to extend their home streak.

Sports Quiz
Answers:

Here are the answers to last week's
I'rng sports quiz
1 The last time Eastern won the OVC
title in basketball during the regular
season was 1965
2 The twoProgress editors who didn't
know who was playing in the 1978 world
series were Elizabeth Palmer-Ball and

Transfers
bolster 79-80 Cagers

Sarah Warren Their quote of "who's
playing''" earned them quote of the
week honors at the time.
3 The former Eastern player who led
the Cleveland Cavaliers in assists from
1970-73 is Bobby Washington, the
current assistant coach of the Colonels

have to have the desire and really want
to play while your sitting out. I'm really
looking forward to next year."
Harkins, a 6-4 swing man, who was an
All-State forward at Ashland High here
in Kentucky, left Miami for personal
reasons as well. "I didn't like the
situation at Miami at all," said Harkins.
"The coaches never really gave me a
chance to play. They really treated me
bad up there."
Although Baker apparently will fit
right in to the Colonel attack, Harkins is
unsure on his position. "I don't know
how I'll fit in," said Harkins. "Turk will
be back. Tommy (Baker) is coming in.
It will be tough to crack the starting
five."
"But this is my style of play," said
Harkins. "I love to run and I can play
the kind of defense Coach Byhre
wants."
According to Harkins, he is very
happy here at Eastern and he has one
special reason why. "My girl friend
goes to school down here," said
Harkins. "I guess that helped my
decision a little bit."

Ohio St., Virginia bury
Colonel tracksters

junior, Henry Bridges in the 440 with a
time of 4:98 seconds. Freshman, Jerry
Giblin also had a first in the 1,000 meter
run with a time of 2:30.8 seconds.
Eastern did have some good showings
despite their dismal finish. The mile
relay team recorded its best time of the
year, with a time of 3:22 seconds. Other
tracksters, who managed to place in
their events were: Chris Burton, second
in the long jump; and Bill Morgan,
second in the 1500 meter run.

Ry FRANK BUSH
Stall Writer

Bruce Jones (11) makes his move toward the hoop during the Colonels
thrilling 97-95 victory over Morehead. Jones scored 22 points on 11 field goals for
the Colonels to place second in the scoring honors for Eastern Eastern faces
two lough opponents this weekend and the outcomes could have a great impact
on the OVC race this year. The Colonels currently led the pack but Tennessee
Tech and Western trail by merely one game

Eastern's men's track team traveled
to Ohio State this past Saturday but
came out on the short end of the
triangular meet.
Ohio St. came out on top with a score
of 71'a. followed by the University of
Virginia with 54, and Eastern with a
score of 43MtThere were a few bright spots for
Eastern. Senior. Chris Goodwin placed
Looking ahead. Eastern travels to
first in the long and triple jumps, with
scores of 50 ft., 9 in., and 34 ft, Ivi In., Bloomington, In. next Saturday for a
triangular meet with IU and several
respectively.
Also gaining a first place finish was. other (earns from all over the nation.
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Arts
New album is unpleasant and tasteless

Rod Stewart is bleached out in 'Blondes Have More Fun'
Usually I his column doesn't lend
HM'II

lo reviewing albums, but after

listening

to

Rod

Stewart's

album Blondes Have More

new
I

FUR.

feel that it is so tasteless and terribly
done that it deserves mention in this

former

who

has

had

such

a

tremendous impact on rock music.

for him at the same time. The entire

should, in order to be successful,

portrait of a man whose career has

sleaziest cut on the album, "Dirty

album

look back on his earlier works such

gone stale; Stewart is a victim of his

as Every Picture Tells a Story.

own success.

imitating

the

Stones

with

the

is pointless because of the

Weekend." The lyrics literally burst

lack

even more blah - blah than "Foot

at the seams with

plays throughout the album.

I oose and Fancy Free."

sex, drugs and checking into a motel

Stewart's latest entry, icredibly,

"Blondes

Have

More

is

Fun"

with one's best friend's girlfriend.
So?

Larry
Bernard

the mention of

Where's

all

the smut

and

of

assertiveness

Stewart

dis-

On

Stewart is blowing hot air on this
album,

trying

listeners

have

to

make

multiple

female
orgasms

tilth? What starts out as a lewd and

while listening to him crooning love

lecherous song ends up as an almost

songs.

His idea doesn't

work;

he

that

album,

confident

but

he

Stewart
also

admitted that he was not

was
freely

Here's one vote suggesting

Rod

perfect.

Stewart remember his listeners and

Since that album Stewart's career

release an album that is enjoyable to

has been a downhill slide.
Blondes

Have

More

listen
Fun

is

a

to.

But,

sadly,

somehow

I

don't think that will happen.

innocent little tribute to motels. If
Stewart wants to try

his hand at

sleazincss, perhaps he should take
lessons from the King of the Sluts
himself, Mick Jagger.
Stewart

is

totally

out

of

his

category when he attempts a Four
Tops'

Arts Editor

classic

Shadows
middle

of

of

groans,

"Standin'
Love."

the

song

shouts,

in

the

Toward

the

he

whispers,

moans

and

does

everything but sing well. Evidently
column.
Rod

contains a so - so song,
Stewart

albums
listen

that
to

usually

arc both

and

produces

pleasant

convey

a

to

certain

Think

I'm

Sexy,"

"Do Ya

that

blossomed into a big hit
down-and-out

has

for

performer.

the poor guy lost control of himself
and overacted dramatically.
The one song Stewart manages to

this

It's

a

succeed on is "The Best Days of My

message to those intelligent enough

somewhat

for

Life," a tender little love song that

to

latest

Stewart to try his hand at disco, but

is sung to a calm and serene guitar

has reached an all-time

somehow it just doesn't fit into the

arrangement.

Stewart mold. Apparently the song

control his vocals to a low pitch that

himself, as talented as he is, may not

is Stewart's answer to the Rolling

works very effectively.

be able to overcome.

Stones' "Miss You."

ately, it's the only bright spot on the

catch

album
ln».

it.

he

a

But

plateau

Stewart
album

has

that

unpleasant

that

so

this

even

never

is
to

with

Stewart

released

an

difficult

listen

to

and

and

the

humorous

"Do Ya Think
quite

handle

the

seems to know

this is not just a faulty step leading

wants to push

into a bad recording. The previous

Jagger's

Stewart

would at

Faacy

Free

Fool
also

Loose

and

conveyed

I'm Sexy"

is a

song;

what

he

never

direction

the song to.

voice
times

on

"Miss

seem

to

he

Mick

He

manages

to

Unfortun-

entire album.
"Ain't Love a Bitch" is surpris-

failure because Stewart's vocal can't

frightening thing is (hat apparently

album

attempt

ingly a somber,
works

brilliantly

quiet
until

ballad that
a

gang

of

dildo brains start oohing and ahing

You"

in the background and screws the

dead

whole song up. Stewart must have

be

to

serious and at other times he was

employed the Mormon Tabernacle

listeners that maybe this performer

poking fun at the entire disco scene.

Choir for this one.

is finally losing his magical touch at

Stewart doesn't

know

both recording and performing.

sing along with

the song

I hat album was a bland mixture
of meaningless
dreadful

songs

that

embarrassment

was

to a

a

per-

to

Rod Stewart's music has always

sing

been characterized by insecurity and

against it; the result is a confusing

dubiousness, but on this new album

mess.

he seems to want his listeners to lust

Stewart

again

whether
or

seems

to

be

after his luscious body and feel sorry

Louis
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Seeger

Tony-award musical "Pippin," showing at Diner's Playhouse Feb. 1-25.
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„
Office And School Supply

Tune-Up
*
S22-43SS,

212 Water Straat
Richmond. Ky.

MENIWOMENI
JOBS
CRUISE SHIPS * FREIGHTERS
No experience. High payl Sea Europe.
Hawaii, AustreKs, So. America. Career
Summed Send 83.86 for Info to
SEAWORLD. Box 61036, Sacto.. Ca.
96860.
MUSICI MUSIC! The Bookstore now ha*
music toko*, guitar atringa. all music
accessories, harmonics**, recorders., and
. ~. motet For your mu*io*neeat*r *.. ..
at the Bookstore.
'
BECOME A COLLEGE
CAMPUS DEALER
Sail Brand flame Stereo Component*
at lowest price*. High ptofiti. NO
INVESTMENT REQUIRED. For detail*,
contact: J=AO Component*, Inc.. 86
Paasaic Ave.. P.O. Bon 689. Fatrfwkl. New
Jersey
07006.
Ilene
Orlowiky,
201-227-8800.

NEEDED Electric typewriter, pics or
executive type only. C*l Chip 823-6834.

fFLORIDA hotel group needs campus rape
to handle apring break trip* to Dayton*.
Earn free trip and commission*. Send
resume to Terry Abdo. 129 See Isle Circle.
S. Peyton*, Florida 32018.
Proleseionsl resume service: We prepare
resume* that unlock door* of opportunity.
For price list write Professional Reauma
Service, 140 Surburban Court. Lexington,
Ky. 40603.
«, •
,
„ "J»

1 » J Quick Print 'A wti In the printing
bo."'211 Geri Lsne. Richmond, Ky. 40476.
10 to 10.000 copies whit* - 3u watt
Printing.
'
WANTED: Student to sal specialty and
fund raising items to a* groups. Good
commission*! Write W.H. Specialty Co.,
236 Leffoon Drive, Frankfort. Kentucky
40801 or call [6021 806-1466.

-WANT TO SPEND THIS SUMMER
SAILING the Caribbean? The Pacific?
Europe? Cruising other parts of the world
aboard saMng or power yachts? Boat
owners need crewsl For free In formation,
sand a 16 cant (tamp to Xanadu, 8833 So.
Geesner. Suit* 661. Houston, Tx. 77036.
MISSING sdutt male boxer. Whka feet
and chest. Tan cut, ear* not. CaH 822-2202
or 623-0261.
Archie's 283 E. Main St. 624-2424' ie
looking for competent parson* with auto
for pen* dekvery Apply In person Friday
2:00 p.m. -400 pjn.
'

I we decorate cakes for sny occasion.
Call 986-1848.
.
Landsdown Club wM be avsaabta for
private party rental. For more information
can 808-277-3808 Monday - Prissy W*04-00 Lexington. Ky.
,_»_j

* -^
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The day the music died:
Buddy Holly's death recalled
B\ IM>\ MTNAV
Staff H t in r

Kalurday, February 3 is ihe 20th
anniversary irf "'he day Ihe music
died "-when an airplane carrying
Muddy Holly. Kichie Valens. and Ihe Big
Hopper i.l R Richardson) crashed into
nil Iowa cornfield
lluddy Molly was one of the biggesl
nick Mara of the 1950s Holly, and his
.'.rntip the ('rickets, came onto the
national scene out of Lubbock. Texas, in
i<r>7 with iheir big hit "Thal'll be Ihe
Day " He followed this with a score of
successes like "Oh Hoy." "Maybe
Hnhy" and "Peggy Sue "
Al one lime Holly had seven songs on
ihe charts during a nine month period. It
is said that if Holly had lived, he would
hate rivaled Klvis Presley in
popularity
Holly's influence on popular music did
nol die on lhal day in 19S9. In fact.
Holly's music and his influence on
• liners has blossomed since his death
Holly was a major influence on Ihe
music of the Reatles. Early Beatle
albums like Introducing the Reatles
sound very similar to Ihe work of Holly

Holly was a great influence on Paul
Uist year. Holly's music began to
McCartney in particular. In 1975, Paul make a comeback inspired by a movie
and Linda McCartney recorded an aboul his life. THE BUDDY HOLLY
entire album of Buddy's songs entitled
STORY was one of the surprise hit films
Holly Hays.
Many young musicians were touched of 1978. II starred Gary Busey (who may
by Holly's music. One such musicians be nominated for an Oscar for his part)
was Don Met 'lean who called the day of in a fictionalized account of Holly's life.
Holly's death "ihe day the music died." Husey put on an excellent performance
McClean's hit song "American Pie" as he looked and sounded very much
describes how McClean was affected by like the real Buddy Hotry.
Holly's dealh.
i.mda Rnnstadl has successfully
The movie did a great deal to increase
recorded three of Holly's songs. The people's awareness of the talents of the
first one. "It Doesn't Matter Anymore," late star.
was on her Heart IJke A Wheel album
Ruddy Holly has made a great conand had limited success as a single. The
next Holly song that Ronstadt recorded. tribution to American popular musk.
"Thal'll he the Day," was a top ten hit His songs have recently been recorded
on her Hasten Down the Wind album. by such diverse performers as Paul
"It's So Easy" was another big hit on McCartney. The Beach Boys and Bobby
Vinton.
Konstadt's Simple Dreams.
There has always been somewhat of a
mystique about Holly in the years
Don McClean may have thought that
following his death, and he was never Holly's music died when his natural life
quite forgotten. The hot-rodder ended, out in actuality the work of
mAMKRICAN GRAFFITI made an musicians who were touched by his
allusion to Holly when he said, "Rock influence.
and roll has been going downhill since
Holly's brand of music is a style that
will not die.
Ruddv Holly died."

'Magic' plays a dirty trick
on audiences
a troubled ventriloquist in "MagBy LARRY BERNARD
ic," apparently studied Redgrave's
Staff Writer
The movie Magic plays a dirty superb acting. Unfortunately, Hoptrick on audiences and would best be kins only inherited Redgrave's
weaknesses of superficial facial
forgotten by all those involved.
And that includes some very expressions and mouth-trembling
hamminess when things take a turn
notable names: producer Joseph E.
for the worse.
LcvinCi director Richard AttenborIn "Magic," the whole movie
ough, screenwriter William Goldman and stars Anthony Hopkins takes a turn for the worse. It loses its
credibility near the beginning when
and Ann-Margrct.
Goldman adapted the movie from director Attenborough tries to make
us believe that Corky and Fats (the
his own novel, which was a dreadful
dummy)
could become an entermistake since the book was a
tainment sensation on television
mildewed rag involving a schizoid
with their horrible act of insults and
ventriloquist whose dummy bemagic. With such a limp and dry
comes his violent alter ego. The
act, who would believe they could
movie is even more stale and tired
appear on Johnny Carson's show
than the novel as we sit and watch a
dummy driving a man HttMdcotB- ami have an opportunity to nave a.
series on television?
and violent crimes, finally becoming
That's only the beginning of the
the dominant personality.
problems for this movie. Corky's
This is a theme played upon quite
psychic problems are so outdated
frequently by novelists and movie
and dreary that the Freud wouldn't
producers alike. The only memorable sucess that comes to mind is the even'have touched his case back in
his days.
classic British horror film, the 1945
Attenborough apparently wants
Dead of Night, with the ventriloto shock his audience with his horrid
quist played ably and definitively by
and bloody scenes distrubingly
Michael Redgrave.
drawn out, but the only effect he
Anthony Hopkins, who makes at
establishes with the audience
feeble attempt to adequately portray/
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"You can be in one show, without
being a member, but if you're in two
shows you must become a member," Kenney said.
"At least ten students have
worked in the last .two years. Many
people join us as students and
continue afterwards," Kenney said.
Cole said that the group is
available just as much for Eastern
irtudeftMf as for the University of
Kentucky students, even though the
group is located in Lexington.
"For younger people it's experience, for older people it vents their
creati veness and gets them out of the
9-5 routine. Peter Falk started in
community theater," Cole said.
Plays are picked by a play reading
committee, which also selects the
director. Then the other people
audition to the director.

"Got those late night
'Gee, I'm hungry' blues?"

Fast, easy way to a
Clean carburetor,
inside and out.

Garland Jett

of WEKY-FM's staff, asked him to
do the sound track.
He ended up doing the lighting
and designing the set for the play,
Vantities, which was performed the
last two week-ends and will also be
played Feb. 2, 3 and 4 at the
Lexington Bell Court.
"I hadn't done any set designing
for the stage, but I had for T.V. I
worked with a carpenter. 1 designed
the set and he built h. I did put in a
few nails," Cole said.
Theatrical experience is not
necessary, if fact Cole said that they
are all amatures in the group,
working in their own jobs during the
day.
"People who work at IBM, who
are students, teacher, home-makers,
anybody and everybody gets involved," said Janet Kenney. Vanities is
the second play she has directed.

Andy's Pizza
Palace

Shoppers Village

•*■ » *M-Mt i

-»vt e aui* tor

If the creators of this movie
thought they were being intelligent
by this action, they were terribly
wrong. Ann-Margret's beauty, had
it been played upon effectively,
could have been the saving grace of
this banal movie.
As it is, "Magic" is just another
dull entry into this dreary winter
season of movie fare.

M.98
Dependable Auto Supply

No Appointment

M

However, the most disturbing
aspect of the entire movie is the
manner in which Ann-Margret is
handled. Instead of giving this
talented performer an adequate
part, the people involved with
"Magic" seem content with downplaying the beauty of Ann-Margret
by casting her without makeup and
putting her in baggy sweaters.

flush off.

Bring This Ad With You
For a Free Shampoo

The end
off the
Brown
Bag

By SUE EREAKLEY
Staff Writer
Often when something is available
to us, we (end to overlook it or
neglect it.
It doesn't matter what you do,
what your age is, as long as you are
interested in theater there is a place
for you among the Studio Players of
Lexington.
This year marks the 27th season
that the group has been together.
"All age groups belong. College
students can get experience in
acting, lighting, directing and alt
aspects of theater work," said Jeff
Cole, a broadcasting student at
Eastern who is working in the
community theater.
Cole got involved in a play that
the Studio Players is currently
performing, because the director of
the play, Janet Kenney, a member

Dissolves grease and
oil fast. Spray on,

Try a cat that
wUI last A last!

<Ptw>lo by STCVC MOWN)

Three unidentified persons in the music department perform at a recital in
Gifford Theater. If anyone recognizes these people, please report to the
Progress office.

'AH the world's a stage'

Specials

1607 East Main

HOURS: TIMS. - Fri.
10 am - 6 pm
Sat. 8 am - 2 pm

Blowin' it right

Underhood

Bobby Jack's Style Shop

LOOKS

through these scenes is drowsiness
and an urge to go home.
Burgess Meredith, usually so
effective with his sparkling characterizations of feisty old men, comes
away here with only a mediocre
performance as Corky's elderly
agent. For taking such a meaningless role, senior citizens should unite
and handcuff Meredith to his bed.

We're gotza the cure?
360 EASTERN BYPASS
623-5400

A Hot And Tarty Pizza
Delivered Right To Your Door

MAIN STREET
RICHMOND

VALENTINE
SPECIAL

Has that special gift for your
"King Of Hearts"
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The Jockey Bath Kilt,
Brief and Slim
Guy Boxer
MBL
Shorts

Carnations Arranged
Cash and Carry
•10.50 per dozen
♦7.00 per half-dozen
3 in a yase M.00
Large
Green Plants

25% OFF

THE
GREEN MAZE
202 S. THIRD ST.
- .
BETWEEN COPPER KETTLE *#HE LITTLE HOUSE

H
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Governor tells story
(Continual) Irom

II

Kentucky was also able to double the
funds for primary and secondary
education, he said, from MOO million to
MOO million
"And where did we get the money to
double funds for education?" asked
Carroll.
"It came on the premise, established
»l the beginning of this administration,
that we have a diversified enough base
that when the nation goes into dept. we
don'l." he answered.
According to the governor, this tax
base does not come solely from individuals, but from tourism, exports
and industrial development. Exports
and tourism each brought in $1 billion
last year, he said.
Carroll argued that limiting state
spending to the increases in per-capita
income and adding only inflationary
increases to the budget would stifle
growth such as Kentucky experienced in
1977 and the University experienced
during its days of building proliferation.
"Some assume the state budget
shouldn't exceed seven percent," the
rate of inflation, he said. "If that's true,
ihere is no growth."

Covey pleads
guilty to charges

Carroll said trjavig to cut the tax base
while promising to keep an existing
programs and expecting continued
growth is the most dangerous,
philosophy he has seen in 18 years of
public service.
If that philosophy had been followed,
"How many buildings would not be here
on Eastern's campus?" asked Carroll.
According to the governor. "Those
who want to cut taxes and not cut
programs are facing the impossible. In
order to do it. you've got to cut a
building or a program somewhere," he
said.
"This university is what it is today
because of citizens like you who've
supported it. We can't support it with
cliches: we have to support it with
dollars." said Carroll.
The governor said it will take "more
than one individual to row the boat" and
that everyone must "grab an oar" if
they believe in what the University has
accomplished.
But as one student. Eric Middlebrook,
was overheard to say afterwards, "He
wasn't talking to us He was talking to
Frankfort."

(Continued from p«f> 11

The card was then sent to the political
science department for verification by
the chairman of that department that
the class had been completed by
correspondence from his department.
The particular card in question bore
the name of Drinda Morrison Carter, a
student here and the wife of John Carter
II The political science department had
no record of Ms. Carter taking the
course either and the signature of the
chairman of political science. Dr. Julias
Singleton, was said to be forged.
An internal audit was simultaneously
ordered by President Powell to determine if the records in the Registrar's
office of those who, received
correspondence course credit since 1975
matched payments received.
According to James Pluramer, internal auditor for the University, the
cards which listed grades but had no
records of payment were sent to the
various instructors for verification.
Apparently, the University had no

Illegal trailIC up
in Roark alley
Bv VALERIE JO HOLMES
Staff Writer
The alley between the Roark and
Science buildings is causing problems at
the University. "It's getting to be too
much of a main thoroughfare," according to Larry Westbrook, safety
coordinator
The only traffic allowed through there
are service vehicles as the sign facing
the Jones building designates These
vehicles include security. University
station wagons, garbage trucks and
mailmen and it excludes all privately
owned cars.

The stop sign at the end of the alley is
also abused as vehicles run it and could
easily collide with pedestrians as well as
with other vehicles.
As of now there will be tickets issued
to any vehicles other than those of
service to the University said Westbrook. The fines will be anywhere
between $50 to $60
If the traffic does not cease, there is a
possibility of pad-locking the alley so
that no one can enter without a key.
Westbrook said he is only looking out
for the safety of the students and
faculty, which is an important part of
every job at the University.

-

Jumpin for joy

(PIHMo by SCOTT ADAMS)

Eastern IS the Big E. cheers Donna Hayes, cheerleader for the Colonels To prove
her point, she does a high jump in response to a score by the Colonels in a recent

game*

Smiley gets three years
A University student. Scott Smiley,
was sentenced to three years in
LaGrange Penitentiary for unlawful
trafficking in drugs on Jan. 18 by
Madison County Circuit Court judge.
James S. Chenault.

Smiley, a junior law enforcement
major and a member of the Sigma Chi
fraternity, was arrested Nov. 30.
A motion for probation was overruled,
this was Smiley's first offe

idea at the time how many credits had
been falsely awarded. Plummer said
they took random samples of all course
cards in the Registrar's office just "to
make sure they didn't miss any."
It was found that three Estill County
High School students had been awarded
false credits by Covey and two of the
student's high school diplomas* were
consequently revoked.
Two University diplomas were also
reportedly revoked but the individual's
names are not being revealed.
Abo named as receivers of false
credits were two former Richmond
police officers and two current
Lexington firemen. The Lexington fire
department is currently investigating
the matter.
Covey is being lodged in the Madison
County Jail while awaiting formal
sentencing Feb. 9. Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Walker recommended Covey
receive one year for each count or a
total of 14 years.

Collegians get
grants
I Continued Irom |

ill

their new financial aid packets should
bring them to the program with a copy
of their 1978 federal income tax returns.
Students who have not received packets
can pick them up the night of the
program.
Jacobs encourages all students to
apply as early as possible for the funds
The first priority filing date is April 1.
Jacobs also said this is an entitlement
program, meaning that funds will bo
available to everyone who applies.

i

provided he or she is eligible to receive
the funds.
This new act will also take income
ceilings off Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSL) which makes all students eligible
to receive loans regardless of their
income. Students receiving GSLS can go
through banks to receive the loans at a 7
percent interest rate.
The new act has also affected the
financial aid office here. Three new
employees have been hired, according
to Jacobs, in anticipation of more
students applying for financial aid

THE CALICO RESTAURANT
hwr to Luv Yon Special
VALENTINES DAY
FEB. 14
Prime Rib
Dinner For 2
with all the trimmings.
$

10.95

And a free gift for the ladies!

The Calico Restaurant located in
^oMaut&vvvC
710 Wett Eastern By Pan
Phone: 623-9220

JOHN PRINE
IN CONCERT
Monday, Feb. 12,
7:30
Brock Auditorium

I

Tickets On Sale!

Students $S°° In Advance
At Others At The Door '600
Powell Information Desk
Bursars WitSow'Coats
. A^ministr ation Buildic^
*

Ciirrie" Mask World
a!"*-

A University Center Board Presentation
_.
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Dateline:

February 1,1979

Tonight on Channel 27 at 8:00 "Mr.
wildlife posters in the Powell Building
Also, the Association of Law Enforcement Horn" starring David Carradine and
will meet at 4:30 p.m. today In the Jaggers Karen Black will be presented. This is part
It seems that the different organizations Room.
one of a two-part series. This "move will tell
Lambda Sigma will have a get- the story of Tom Horn, a frontiersman.
on campus are planning a busy week for
students.
acquainted party Wednesday from 8-10 The conclusion will be aired Saturday at 8
The Kappa Delta Tau service'sorority p.m. in the Herndon Lounge. All freshmen p.m.
will sponsor a rush party tonight at 8:46. with at least a 3.3 GPA are invited.
Also, Saturday at 10 p.m. Sandy Duncan
The University film series will present
Tomorrow at 8 p.m. the Psi Chi
will guest star in "Liberace - A Valentine
organization will be meeting. A speaker is "Rocky" Thursday, Friday and Saturday
"Annie Hall" will be presented Sunday, Special" on Channel 27.
scheduled to be present.
Enjoy the week and stay busy!
Today the Wildlife Society will be selling Monday and Tuesday.
By NANCY SPENCER
staff Writer

Today

Feb. 1

4:34) p.m. Association of Law Enforcement. Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
8-19 p.m. Sport Boat and Vacation Show.
Rupp Arena (82.75 for adults: 81.50 for
children)
• p.m. Movie "Rocky," Pearl Buchanan
Theater.
7 p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema.
7:3* p.m. EKU swim team vs. Georgia.
Combs Natatorium.
7:48 p.m. Movie "California Suite,"
Campus Cinemas.
8 p.sa. Movie "Rocky," Pearl Buchanan
Theater.
8:48 p.m. Kappa Delta Tau meeting.
McGregor date lounge.
f p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema
9:48 p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas.
It p.m. Movie "Rocky," Pearl
Buchanan Theater.

Friday

Feb. 2

8-11 p.m. Sport Boat and Vacation Show.
Rupp Arena.
t p.m. Movie "Rocky," Pearl Buchanan
Theater.
7 p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema
7:49 p.m. Movie "CaBfomia Suite,"
Campus Cinemas.
7:49 p.m. Movie "It's Not The Size That
Counts," Campus Cinemas.
8 p.m. Psi Chi meeting, Camack
Building. Room 129.
8 p.m. Movie "Rocky," Pearl Buchanan
Theater.
9 p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema
9:39 p.m. Movie "It's Not The Size,"
Campus Cinemas.
9:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas.
19 p.m. Movie "Rocky," Pearl
Buchanan Theater.

Saturday

M>.

3

12 noon -11 p.m. Sport Boat and Vacation
Show. Rupp Arena.
I p.m. EKU women's gymnastics vs.
Indiana and Appalachian State. Weaver
1 p.m. EKU men's gymnastics vs. Indiana. Weaver.

2 p.m. EKU swimming team vs. U.K.,
Combs Natatorium.
5:is p.m. EKU women's basketball vs.
Western Carolina, Alumni Coliseum.
8 p.m. Movie "Rocky," Pearl Buchanan
Theater.
7 p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema.
7:38 p.m. EKU men's basketball vs.
Middle Term., Alumni Coliseum.
7:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite,"
Campus Cinemas. .
7:49 p.m. Movie "It's Not the Site,"
Campus Cinemas.
8 p.m. Movie "Rocky," Pearl Buchanan
Theater.
9 p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema.
9:29 p.m. Movie "It's Not the Size,"
Campus Cinemas.
9:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite,"
Campus Cinemas.
19 p.m. Movie "Rocky," Pearl
Buchanan Theater.

Sunday

Feb. 4

7:49 p.m. Movie "It's Not the Size,"
Campus Cinemas.
7:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite,"
Campus Cinemas.
8 p.m. Movie "Annie Hall," Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
Streisand and Reford will star In "The Way We Were,'
9 p.m. Beginning sign language class,
Feb. 4 on ABC.
Martin Hall, coke room.
9 p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema.
9:29 p.sa. Movie "It's Not the Size,"
Campus Cinemas.
9:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite," SUNDAY
Campus Cinemas.
19 p.m. Movie "Annie Hall," Pearl (ABC) MOVIE SPECIAL: 7:00 PM E.S.T., P.S.T. - 6:00
PR! C S T M £ T
Buchanan Theater.
"The Bad riews Bears" 1976 Walter Matthau. Tatum O Neal
A rag-tag little league team, headed lor the sub-cellar, wins
when it counts. (R)

Tuesday

FA. I

8 p.m. Movie "Annie Hall." Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
7 p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema.
7:49 p.m. Movie "It's Not the Size,"
Campus Cinemas.
7:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite,"
Campus Cinemas.
8 p.m. Movie "Annie Hall," Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
9 p.ml. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema.
9:29 p.m. Movie "It's Not the Size,"
Campus Cinemas.
9:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite,"
Campus Cinemas.
19 p.m. Movie "Annie Hall," Pearl
Buchanan Theater.

12 noon - 8 p.m. Sport Boat and Vacation
Show. Rupp Arena.
8 p.m. Movie "Annie Hall," Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
7 p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema.
7:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas.
7:49 p.m. Movie "It's Not the Size,"
Campus Cinemas
8 p.m. Movie "Annie Hall," Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
8:39 p.m. Assertiveness Workshop,
Martin Hall, coke room.
t p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema
9:39 p.m. Movie "It's Not The Size,"
Campus Cinemas.
9:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite," 4:39 p.m. International Students Assoc.
meeting, Conf. Room A, Powell Building.
Campus Cinemas.
19 p.m. Movie "Annie Hall," Pearl 7 p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema.
7:39 p.m. Movie "Looking For Mr.
Buchanan Theater.
Goodbar," Pearl Buchanan Theater.
7:49 p.m. Movie "It's Not the Size,"
Campus Cinemas.
7:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite,"
Feb. 5
Campus Cinemas.
8:39 p.m. "Human Relationships" in
Martin Hall, coke room.
5:18 p.m. EKU women's basketball vs. 9 p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema.
Western Ky. University, Alumni Coliseum. 9:29 p.m. Movie "It's Not the Size,"
8 p.m. Movie "Annie Hall," Pearl Campus Cinemas.
Buchanan Theater.
9:49 p.m. Movie "California Suite,"
7 p.m. Movie "Magic," Towne Cinema. Campus Cinemas.
7:39 p.m. EKU men's basketball vs. 19 p.m. Movie "Looking For Mr.
Western Ky. University, Alumni Coliseum Goodbar." Pearl Buchanan Theater.

Wednesday

Monday

»

«. 7

(CBS) MOVIE SPECIAL: 8:00 PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. - 7:00
PM C.S.T., M.S.T.
"Rocky" 1976 Sylvester Stallone. Talia Shire. The Academy
Award-winning movie tells the uplifting story of the efforts
ot a small-town boxer and street punk in Philadelphia. Rocky
Balboa, who battles against overwhelming odds to make
something o( himself

(ABC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T., P.S.T.
- 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.
"The Way We were" 1973 Barbra Streisand. Robert Redford
The bittersweet story of the unlikely love and marriage of
two people with totally different lifestyles, set against the
turbulent 1940s. (R)

MONDAY
(NBC) MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.S.T.. P.S.T. • 8:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
"Backstairs at the White House" 1979 Olivia Cole. Leslie
Uggams. Book Two of the nine-hour fact-based mimseries
about the experiences of Maggie Rogers and her daughter.
Lillian Rogers Parks Maggie Rogers and her daughter Lillian
are caught in the whirlwind of history as White House maids:
the death of President Harding ends the years of scandal
and gossip, and the quiet dignity of President and Mrs
Coolidge is a welcome relief: but the calm is followed by the
stern Herbert Hoover—and the Great Depression
TUESDAY

(NBC) BIG EVENT: 9:00 PM E.S.T., P.S.T. • 8:00 PM
C.S.T., M.S.T.
"Two Minute Warning" 1979 Charlton Heston, John
Cassavetes. When a team of thieves sets out to execute a
multi-million dollar art heist, they plant a sniper in the Los
Angeles Coliseum during a football game to cause a panic
and divert attention from their theft.

(PBS) MOVIE THEATRE: 10:30 AM E.S.T.. P.S.T. • 9:30
AM C.S.T., M.S.T.
"Man of Aran" 1934 Colman King, Maggie Dtllane Robert
Flaherty's classic documentary chronicles the day-to-day
existence and the constant fight for survival of the fisherman
on a remote island off the Irish coast.

(CBS) SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIE!
8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.

9:00 PM E.S.T.,

"Flatbed Annie A 9wsstlepls. Lady Truckers" 1979 Annie
Potts. Harry Dean Stanton. Two young women |om forces
to save an expensive trucking rig from the repossessor and
keep it out of the clutches ol hiiackers.

Public Radio 88.9
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Today

•MAM-JOURNAL
See Monday. 600 AM lor complete
program description
M0AM- OPTIONS M CDUCATON
This award-winning, program from
National Public Radio « a faat-oacad
report on numerous aspects of edu
cattonat practices, innovations and
»30 AM - FOUNDATION or
AMERICA* NATIONALISM (New Program)
Eminent historian Henry Steete Com
meger tumnti the period btwwn
1700 and 1810 when the institutional
groundwork of American nationalism
was being lead. With lively discussions
Commagar and guests present insights and observations about the
founding of American democracy
1840 AM - etORNJNQ CONCCRT
A well-balanced selection of serious
musical works taken from the Romantic. Baroque. Claealral and other
periods
IM PW - CON VERSATrONS
See Monday. 1240 noon for complele
program description
ItMl PM - THE MID-OAT REPORT
See Monday. 12:15 PM for com pi we
program description

1*40PM

-POTPOURRI

or

CLASSICS

a Loy Lea hoaia sMa dairy
concert wti.cn Includes hlatartcai and
Mographical background about the
music and composers Highlights
- SIBELIUS Karalia Suite. Opua 11
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto ts.
Empatot
BARTOK Piano Concerto s2
TCHAIKOVSKY Symphony M m F
Minor OpUS 36
3 JO PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. »a0 PM lor complele
program description
WEKU-FM

Saturday

Friday

Feb..
SIS PM - AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 15 PM lor complete
program deecrlption
5 JO PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weekntght Curtain Tuna presents
the entire soundtract or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights
— Two By Two Original cast
Ml PM - BARRY CRAK5.
PWVATl INVESTIGATOR
One of the forerunners of Harry-O.
Rockford end all the other television
private "eyes," this series from radio's
Golden Age presents the many adventures of Barry Craig
7:00 PM - LUM M ABNER
See Monday. 7*0 PM tor complele
program descnption
7:1 S PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoon's program
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program descnption

S PM - A LOOK AT .
This weakly topical interview program
hosted by Ron Smith dose exactly what
to name says ft takes A Loot At any
number of newsworthy topics, current
events and interesting people

The modem work) is a complex place,
morally and ethically The EKU Campua
MIntern a Association takes a look at
current work) and local Issues from a
moral point ot view
0 PM
JAZZ UftLIMITEO
See Monday. 8:30 PM for complete
pcoorarn deeenptton

R*3

Wake up with us end our weekend
morning presentation of light |azz.
aether and special features
**0 AM -OPTIONS
See Monday. »00 AM for complete
program description. This la not a
repeat of earlier programs
Mr*S AM - CHICAGO SYMPMONY
Live-on-tape recordings ol trie renowned Chicago Symphony Orchesira's 1975-79 Season -

— BRITTEN SMfy Sudd with Peter
OJoaeop. Peter Pears and John ShtrteyQusrk wWl Befermn Britten conducting
tie London Symphony Orchestra and
Chorus.
4*0 PM THE ROAR OF THE OREASEPAtNT
A varied aassction of everyone's favorite
music from stage and silver screen.
7:30 PM - EARPLAY TS (Return]
An all new season of contemporary
radio drama produced especially tor
public radio Highlights
- Slevie by Hugh Whrtemor.

12*0 PM — THE OREAT OPERAS
Loy; Lee hosts this presentation of one
of the world's great operas, including background on the storyline and
production ol the work.

Sunday

• PM - SOUL SPOTUOMT
A funky multure of disco. RSB. and fazz
music, from tne latest hit singles and
albums

Feb. 4

•40 AM - PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
mormng presentation ol light (all.
weather, and special teatures
SM AM—OPTIONS
See Monday. BOO AM tor complete
program descnption This is not a
at of earlier programs
1848 AM NEW YORK PHILHARMOWHC
Another rousing season ol New York
FTulhormonic performance*, recorded
iive-on-tape during the 1878-70season
12*0 PM
JAZZ ALIVE!
That esoeHent series Irom National
Public ReOlo offers
recorded-live
\ati performances from an over the
country
130 PM -JAZZ FIRSTS
Loy Lee pieaeito and comments on
selections Irom new ,azz recordings
which are "hot off the presses

3*0 PM - JAZZ IT UP
A weakly presentation of big bands
swing music, along with Dixieland.
and contemporary big' bands
840 PM - MUSIC OF THE
BLACK CHURCH (New Program)
This new series from NPR highlights
the rich heritage ol music m traditional
black church experience, emphasizing
the elements ol origin, history, style,
personatniee and critical analysis
748 PM — SATUROA Y S CHILD
(New Program) In the days before
radio and television brought Instant
entertainment into the home, people
amused themselves 'by listening to
and telling stories. Theee tales, some
near by popular authors, some so
ancient that their origins have been
forgotten — traveled across countries.
•:30 PM- FOLK FESTIVAL, IMA
National Public Radios highly ec
claimed weekly series of Una on Tap*
folk, blues and biuegrass festival
performances from virtually all ol the
50 states

2:3S PM - JAZZ REVISITED
This National Public Radio series.
hooted by Hazen Shoemacher. pre- 1848 PM — WOMINSOUNOS
sents and evaluates the early years of
(New Program) What is women's
recorded iazr from 1917 1947
music' The bottom line ol course Is
that it it music, performed by women

Feb. 2

See Monday. BOO AM tor complete
program descnption
» 00 AM - OPTIONS
See Monday. 9 00 AM tor complete
program description (This is not a
repeat ol earlier programs |
10:00 AM - BOSTON SYMPHONY
The world-renowned Boston Sym
phony 101ns WEKU FM'S line-up ol
accomplished symphony orchestras
presenting live-on-tape concerts of
the 197S-79 i

• 30 PM - THE BEST OF
OLD TIME" RADIO
A presentation ot one ol the best oi
the Old-Time radio programs Hiqh
'ightt

3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3 30 PM for complete
program description

7:1$ PM -CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ol this afternoons program
See Monday. 12.00 noon for complete
program description

5 15 PM — TNE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 IS PM tor complele
program description

12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 1200 noon for complete
program descnption

S JO PM — CURT AM TIME
Each weekntght Curtain Tima presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stags
musical

12:11 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 15 PM tor compiei*
program description

Monday

12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OP CLASSICS
WEKU-FM s Loy Lea hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Beginning with
this new season. Loy invites listeners
to write and request their favorite works
Write to WEKU-FM Eastern Kentucky
University Richmond Kentucky 40475

7 00 PM - LUM N ABNER
See Monday. 7 00 PM tor complete
program descnption

740 PM - NBC UNIVERSITY THEATER
(New Programi A senes of productions
ol contemporary English and American
fiction
• 30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM lor complete
program description

Feb. 5

•MAM
JOURNAL
Bringing People the news requires
more than a *re-rnlnute newscast M
the top ot the hour" It requires a
thorough examination of international
national, regional and local events,
weather and sports
**0 AM - OPTIONS
Thai series from National Public Radio
presents a variety ol different topics
in a variety of different ways

weather and sports, gathered by the
staff ol United Press international
National Public Radio and WEKU FM .
own news and public affairs team
12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OP CLASSICS
WEKU-FM s Loy Lee hosts this deity
concert which includes historical and
biographic si background about the
ajiuaac and composers
330 PM - JUST JAZZ
Basse. Benson. Byrd. Ellington. Mann,
Bruoecfc. Montgomery. Tktder Wkteburg. .. the Net goes on and on — and
so does the |au on this daily tan program hosted by Loy Lea.

ISrreitNATIONAL CONCERT HALL
Thk) senes from National Public Radio
presents recorded-irve concerts from Mi
over the won)
1248 PM - CONVERSATIONS
There is an endtees variety of interesting
people in and around the Central
Kentucky area. Conversations Brings
these people to you with tnsormel d»
cmelons writ, end about those people
and whet they are doing

5 15 PM — THE AFIEPJIuON REPORT
A 15- minute summary ot the day's International, national and regional/local
news gathered by National Public
Radio. Unrled Press International and
the WEKU-FM news end public affairs

12:1S PM - THE MtD-OAY REPORT
A 16 Minute sommary of international
national, and ntgioneJ/locai news.

Tuesday

S 30 PM - CURTAJM TIME
Each weekmght Curtain lima presents

the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musicel
• 30 PM - NBC UNIVERSITY THEATER
(New Program) A senes ol productions
Ol eonttrnporary English and American
fiction
7*8 PM - LUM M ABNER
Recordings of one ol the most remembered ot all "Old Time'' radio comedies.
•tarring Chat Lauck as Lum and None)
Ooftee Abner
Mi PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat Ot that afternoon s program
Ssa Monday. 12:00 noon tor complete
program description
• 30 PM - JAZZ LmSJMITEO
Three and a half hours of the very beet in
Ma - traditional, contemporary
prngrassl.s and avant garde styles,
plus frequent profiles of now and outstanding albums and musicians

Feb. I

See Monday 800 AM tor complete
proorem deecrlption
8*0 AM - NATIONAL PRESS
The National Prase Club m washington is noted for its interesting and
entertaining luncheon speak art.
10*0 AM - TOSCAWNI:
THE MAN BCHtNO THE LEOENO
11*0 AM — MUSK OF THE
ITALIAN MASTERS (New Program)
Produced by NPR Member Station
KQED-PM in San Francisco, this series
presents a coSectlon ol delightful
music and informative commentary,
focusing on the greatest ol the Italian
composers
12*0 PM — CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12:00 noon lor complete
program description

Wednesday

12:15 — THE SttO-OAY REPORT
Sss Monday. 12 15 PM lor complele
program description.
1248 PM - POTPOURRI OP CLASSICS
WEKU-FM s Loy Lee hosts this dairy
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music end composers
248 PM-JUST JAZZ
Sea Monday. 340 PM tor complete
program descnption
8:18 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. S 15 PM lor complete
program descnption
840 PM — CURTAIN TIME
Each weekmght Curtain Tima presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording ot a motion picture or
musical

S4S PM - YOU BET YOUR UPC
The moat irreverent ol the carry Mars
Brothers. Oroucho. greets and heckles
contestants on this hilarious quiz
show from television's golden age
7:18 PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of that afternoon's program
See Monday 12 00 noon lor complele
program descnption

748 PM - VOICES IN THE WIND
Writers, painters, actors, poels.
musicans. sculptors — artists ol all
kind* are interviewed on this weekly
arts magazine Irom National Public
Radio, hosted by Oscar Brand
8:38 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM for complete
program descnption.

Feb. 7

• 00 AM -JOURNAL
See Monday. 600 AM for complele
program description
848 AM - OPTIONS SM EDUCATION
This award winning program from
National Public Radio is a last-paced
report on numerous aspects ol educational practices and innovations
IN AM - FOUNDATION OF
AMERtCAN NATIONALISM (New Program)
Eminent historian Henry Steals Commeger esaminea the period between
1760 and 1810 when the institutional
groundwork of American nationalism
was being laid
1840 AM — GRAND PIANO I Return,
A new season ol programs from NPR.
presenting btth accomplished and
promising pianists in concert and
competition

1148 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12 00 Noon
12:15 PM — THE MID DAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 IS PM

840 PM — SHORT STORY
A senes of hall-hour dramatizations,
baaed on short stories by such authors
as Faulkner. Hugo, Thurbar. Poe.

1240 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU FM s Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers

7*8 PM — LUM N ABNER
Sea Monday. 7 00 PM tor complete
program description

330 PM - JUST JAZZ
Sea Monday, 3:30 PM tor complete
program description

7:15 PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeal of this afternoon's program
See Monday, 12:00 noon lor complele
program description

5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday 5 15 PM lor complete
program description
840 PM — CURTAtN TIME
Each waoknlght Curtain Tuna presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical.

r . .^s-r*. .

»

748 PM - EVENING JOURNAL
That "spin-off" of our weekday morning
program. Journal, presents a collection
ol Behtnd-tne-News features, inter
views, news and analysis
8:30 - JAZZ UNLIMITED
Sea Monday. 8 30 PM tor complete
program description.

1?OT!s*eJ
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Today

Saturday

Feb. 1
CVEMNO

IN
(:M

MORNING
§ AGRICULTURE USA
FARM REPORT
MOVIE -(WESTERN) •• TV Trail
BeyeasTlfM
HOT FUDGE
DUSTVS TREEHOUSE
T:M
ARCHIES.
YOGI'S SPACE RACE
H-M
POPEYEHOUR
SCOOBVS ALL-STARS
FANTASTIC FOUR
Ml
GODZILLA SUPER M

<9 NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABCNEWS
3f NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS

1M

7:1*

It*

V

qf

9

S:M SB

SJLO.
OUTDOORSMAN
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
NASHVILLE ON THE ROAD
FAMILY FEUD
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
CIRCUS SUPER HEROES
MR. HORN
NOVA
MORK AND MINDY
MAKIN'IT

BUGS

Ml
1M7
IMI

OU1NCY

• 31
1I.1*

iiM
ll:M

IN
!«

PALESTINE
BARNEY MILLER
BJB SOAP
BARNABY JONES
FAMILY
* SNEAK PREVIEWS
as rae NEWS
9 THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
STARSKY
HITCH MAN MX
(W TOMORROW
S TAKE riVE

Friday

11:57
11 M
1I:M

(: 1*

7:M

.
9

7:M

9

IN

,
m
ft
m

AND

Ftta. 2

RUNNER
O CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER
FRIENDS
(9 METRIC MARVELS
m DAFFY DUCK
Sfl
TARZAN AND THE SUPER
QP
W
O
9
«

WEEK

Ml

1:M

IN

r Campus Cinemas 1 - 2 —i
».»»«. 1M

l:M

Ml
114*
IMI

ROAD

METRIC MARVELS
FRED AND BARNEY SHOW
FANGFACE
NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
PINK PANTHER SHOW

lt:M «) SPACE ACADEMY
OF EARTH AND MAN
ABC WEEKEND SPECIAL
IZ:M © FAT ALBERT
AMERICAN BANDSTAND
1:M m COLLEGE BASKETBALL
ARKII
GJLD.
!N

HAPPY DAY8
_
*:M <9 BROTHERS AND SISTERS
WALL STREET WEEK
MAKIN'1T
TURN ABOUT
THE DUKES OF HAZZARD
FARM DIGEST
m FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE The Girls
In TV Office'1171 SUrt Barbara Eden,
ji Saint James.
HELLO. LARRY
MEMX
SWEEPSTAKES
DALLAS
I PALLISERS
.. _» NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
_ MOVIE -(SCIENCE FICTION) ••••
"Planet .f the Aaes" 1MI
BARETT A
JUKEBOX
THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
_ MOVIE -(WESTERN-DRAMA) •••
Twi Rate Tegether" IMI
Z:M (9 TAKE FIVE

KIKI

AND

P

NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
GITEN TAG IN DEUTSCHLAND
GONG SHOW
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEDvLEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WTLD
DONNA FARGO SHOW
INSEARCHOF
COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
NEWLYWEDGAME
WTFTIENT STROKES
THE NEW ADVENTURES OF
WASHINGTON

BUNNY

AfTERNOON

EVENING

.
9

Feb. 3

M MINUTES
FOCUS
© UDSWORLD

11*1
11:11

ItM

(9 YOUR GOVERNMENT
DIRECTIONS
ZOOM
ROBERT SCHULLER
IMI m MEET THE PRESS
NEWSMAKER
COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
IM <9 THB OTHER EDEN
CHALLENGE OF THE SEXES
APPROACHES TO HIGH SCHOOL

~m

l:M

!M

I MOVIE -(TITLE UNANNOUNCED)
» PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED
SPORTS AFIELD
DESIGNING HOME INTERIORS
COLLEGE BASKETBALL T»
FABULOUS FUNNIES
PROGRAMMING
[ANNOUNCED
WRITING FOR A REASON
HEE HAW HONEYS
BILL DANCE OUTDOORS
RING CROSBY PRO-AM GOLF
TOURNAMENT
S ALL-STAR SOCCER
WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

It*
7*t

7:11
III

Ml

IIM

11:1a
11:11

ITS NOT THE SIZE
THAT COUNTS'
1:M

9 PORTER WAGONER SHOW
NEWS
NOVA
9 NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
THATS HOLLYWOOD
(9 LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
HEEHAW
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
THE OSMOND FAMILY HOUR
9 CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK
# CHIPS
MR HORN
FIRING LINE
DELTA HOUSE
SB WELCOME BACK. KOTTER
CENTENNIAL .
BEETHOVEN FESTIVAL
THE LOVE BOAT
«7J
LIBERACE-A
VALENTINE
SPECIAL
f PRISONER
©© NEWS
MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING
CIRCUS
O ABC NEWS
9 MARY OF A COMIC
© MOVIE -(MYSTERY-DRAMA) •••
The Big Steep" IMS
8TFJ. CLUB
MOVIE-(WESTERN) •• "My!
Is Naaeay" 1S74
(9 STAR TREK

Sunday

Fab. 4

NEW UFE
9 DESIGNING HOME INTERIORS
ISSUES AND ANSWERS
© U HOURS OF DAYTONA
© NBA BASKETBALL ALL-STAR
GAME
<9 COLLEGE BASKETBALL "71
Q THE SUPERSTARS
9 OF EARTH AND MAN
S
INTERNATIONAL CHAMPION
BOXING
SNEAK PREVIEWS
SPORTSWORLD
PRISONER
M HOURS OF DAYTONA
RING CROSBY PRO-AM GOLF
IAMENT
WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS
FOOTSTEPS
EXPLORING THE RESTLESS
SEA
EVENING

CVEMNO

•41

REVIVAL HOUR
ft IT IS WRITTEN
REBOP
_ ONE WAY
3f BLUEGRASS PERSONALITIK.S
FACE THE NATION
STUDIO SEE

VICTORY

•2 MOVIE -(DRAMA) •••

C

lAlJHRMA
M m:

ALANAIJIA
MCHAUP PHYO«

jTl
—J

31
«
W
©
7:11 ©
fi
l:M (9

NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
CATHOLIC MASS
OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR
TOBACCO TALK
LONE RANGER
REV. GENTRY FARMER
VOICE OF THE MOUNTAINS

«:M

l:M

TV Ultle

NBC NEWS
JOE HALL SHOW
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
THE WONDERFUL WORLD
IEY
M MINUTES
THE PALLISERS
. ABC SUNDAY MOVIE SPECIAL
The Bad News Bears' 1176 Stan Walter
Matthau, Tatam O'Neal
IM (9 THE BBS EVENT
© SPECIAL MOVIE PRESENTATION
Rocky' 1171 Stars: Sylvester Stallone.
Talia Shire.
M
TO
MRS.
BROWN:
A
fUGHTER
MASTERPIECE THEATRE
SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE The Way
We Were' 1171 Stare Robert Red lord
Barbra Streisand
SOUNDSTAGE
CO-ED FEVER
© NEWS
CBS NEWS
NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE
'Stranger In The House' 1978 Stars Keir
"ea, Olivia Hasan.
CBS LATE MOVIE
NEWS
ABCNEWS
I
7MCLUB
WITH THIS RING

Ml

ALL IN THE FAMILY
BILL MOVERS' JOURNAL
SALVAGE-I
ALICE
MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
Backstairs At The White House' 1979
Stars: Leslie Uggams. George Kennedy
©

W

MASH

WE INTERRUPT THIS YEAR:

1171
Ml
11:31
114*
11:31

14*
Z:M

SEC. BASKETBALL
WKRP IN CINCINNATI
LOU GRANT
FOOT8TEPS
CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK
IO0 NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
POLICE STORY
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

Tuesday

Feb. 6
EVENING

«:»•

NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABCNEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS

Ml

GJtD.

MUPPETSSHOW
SANFORD AND SON
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WTLD

Ml

7:11

DOLLY

tlMJMS NAME THAT TUNE
DKX CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
BIG EVENT MOVIE Two-Minute
M
Warning' 1I7« Stars: Cbarlton Heaton.
John Cassavetes
© THE HORROR SHOW
9 MASTERPIECE THEATRE
8 HAPPY DAYS
1:11 •2 LA VERNE AND SHIRLEY
IN m A BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR JOSEF
1:11

c*as"l»»

l.-M

THREE'S COMPANY
TAXI
PAPER CHASE
ALFRED L DUPONT-COLUMBIA
AWARDS
LY AND HUTCH
NEWS
TONIGHT SHOW
LATE MOVIE
TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK
Love Boat III' 1177 Stars: Gavin Mard. Lauren Tewes.
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

Wednesday

M.

7

EVENING

«:M

NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABCNEWS
Continued on p*o» thrsa...

This
Valentine's Day
Tel Someone You
Love Them
.. .With Rowers

Feb. 5

EVENING

I.-M
1:11
7:M

7JI

rum

f ONE TO ONE
WILD KINGDOM
CROCKETTS

Monday

SANFORD AND SON
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WTLD
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
TOP GOES THE COUNTRY
DKK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE

74*

mat
REVIVAL TABERNACLE

AFTERNOON

1:41
1:41

GUTEN TAG IN DEUTSCHLAND
URBAN LEAGUE
SB TOBACCO TALK
APPROACHES TO HIGH SCHOOL

© REX HUMBARD
SESAME STREET
JIMMY SWAGGART
(9 THE STORY
SHOW MY PEOPLE
GOSPEL SINGING JUBILEE
WHAT'S NEW MISTER MAGOOT
INSIGHT
(9 WORLD TOMORROW
CLUE CLUB
ANIMALS, ANIMALS, ANIMALS
3$ NEW SHAPES IN EDUCATION
DAY OF DISCOVERY
REVIVAL IN AMERICA
(9 IMMANUAL BAPTIST CHURCH

NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABCNEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
WRITING FOR A REASON
CANDID CAMERA

From The

RICHMOND "3-HIO
GREENHOUSE
^

-' .•-•■

VT-

Westover, Ave.
Off W. Main
Free Delivery In Town
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Development A Placement, 319 Jones
Building from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. All applications are to be returned to the
above office by February 22th The test
will also be given at other locations
throughout the state. Please direct all
questions to the Division of Career
Development A Placement, 319 Jones
BMg. («M) 622-27*5
MARTIN COUNTY BOARD OF
EDUCATION, INEZ, KY has immediate
and-or Fall 1979 vacancies in the following
areas: Elementary (5), Elementary Art
(1), Speech Therapist (1), English 7th or
8th grade (1). If you are interested in
securing a position and-or interviewing
with the Martin County schools, applications are available in the Career
Development and Placement Office, 319
Jones Building.

technical majors.
NOTE: General information booth will
be available from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Outside
North GrlD Are* in Powell BMg.

PLACEMENT
INTERVIEW
PROCEDURES
1. All interviews will be held in the
Division of Career Development A
Placement, SI* Jones n-*«-g
2. Students who wish to schedule interviews must sign-up in person at the
Division Office, 31B Jones BMg. Monday Friday from • a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
3. Interview sign-up starts after
organizations are announced in the FY1 or
the PLACEMENT PIPELINE
4. The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is the completion
and filing of a data sheet which is available
in the Division office. 319 Jones Bldg.

LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY
NOTE: Postponed interview date until
later in Semester. Watch the Pipeline for
rescheduled interview date.
AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY
CORP.
Positions: Sales - Marketing; Accounting - Finance; * Operations Mgmt
Trainees.
Qualifications: Bachelors or Masters
Degree in Bus. Adm. or Related Majors.
NOTE: Operation Trainees: Require
Minimum of 6 hrs. in Acct. Acct. - Finance
Trainees: Min. of 12 hrs. of Acct.

Interviews
BOB EVANS FARM FOOD, INC.
Positions: Retail Food Management
Trainees
Qualifications: All Majors A Degrees
interested in Food Service Careers

Career objectives

GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY
Positions: Management Trainees
Qualifications: Industrial Technology,
Accounting, Business Administration,
Math, and EDP

XEROX CORPORATION
Positions: Sales Trainees
Qualifications: All Majors A Degrees
interested in Sales-Marketing Career

A major step in organizing a Job campaign is the formulation of career objectives. While objectives are first
initiated when an individual selects an
academic major and begins to focus on
and explore a particular career field, as
the field of study is pursued they begin to
examine the compatibility of the academic
background with their own skills, interests
and goals. Particular career goals usually
evolve from this self-evaluation, and often
times they are directly In line with
academic preparation. If not, some career
options can be eliminated and efforts for
career preparation can be redirected. As
this occurs, specific career and employment objectives become more clearly
defined.

FAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOLS
Interviewing all candidates interested in
FaU"79-»
Elementary or secondry positions

NATIONAL LIFE • ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
Positions: Marketing Management
Trainee Program
Qualifications: All Degrees with Major
or Minor in Bus. Adm or some
background in business courses

Career exam
Most entry level positions with the
Federal government require qualifying
scores on the PACE ex*m which will be
given on campus Saturday, March 34,1971.
Exam applications to schedule your seat
for the exam can be picked up until
February 22, 1979 in the Division of Career

U.S. AIR FORCE
Positions: Pilots, Navigators, Engineers
Qualifications: Bachkrs or Masters
Degree in Science, Math, or other
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TAKE FIVE

Monday thru Friday
Daytime
ARTHUR SMITH SHOW
7NCLUB
PTL CLUB-TALK
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TODAY

CBS NEWS
GOOD MORNING AMERICA
CAPTAIN KANGAROO
AM. WEATHER
IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
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The Federal Summer Intern Program
provides opportunities for qualified, interested SENIORS AND GRADUATE
students to receive practical experience in
some area of Federal government activity
related to their special interest.
Information on nomination procedures
for internships with the following agencies
is available in the Career Development «
Placement Office, 319 Jones Building
Deadline for submitting credentials for
nominations Is March S. 1*79.
Defense. Dept. of the Air Force - Data
Systems.
Justice, Antitrust Div. - Public Admin.,
Accounting. Legal Assistance, Social Work
NASA - Computer Science, Math,
Statistics. EDP
Office of Personnel Management
Education. Liberal Arts. Management
Treasury. Bureau of Public Dept
Business. Computer Science, EDP.
Management. Public Administration,
Psychology.

Ed. graduates
Prior to May graduation, a mini-resume
booklet of May and August 1979 teacher
education graduates will be releaierl to
approximately 350 school systems in
Kentucky and surrounding states. If you
will be seeking employment in the Fall and
wish to have your credentials included in
the Spring mini-resume booklet, stop by
the Career Development A Placement
office. 319 Jones Building and complete a
mini-resume information sheet by
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 19, 1979.

1:M «Z> MATCH GAME (EXC. THUR.)
ALL MY CHILDREN
l:M « DAYS OP OUR LIVES
AS THE WORLD TURNS
!H M ONE LIFE TO LIVE
MS 9 DOCTORS
GUIDING LIGHT
1:57 9 NEWS BULLETIN
3:M ($ ANOTHER WORLD
GOJJGAN-S BLAND
1:M O DATING GAME <EXC. THUR.)
OVER EASY
HAPPY'S HOUR
1:S7 « NEWS BULLETIN
449 9 BATMAN
MASH. (EXC THUR )
SESAME STREET
4:1» ($ ADDAMS FAMO.Y
PETTKXUT JUNCTION
BRADY BUNCH
5:M if BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
ANDY GRIFFTTH SHOW
MISTER ROGERS
I GET SMART
i:M 9 OS NEWS
ELECTRIC COMPANY

PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED
.PEL)
HOSPITAL
ALL DO THE FAMILY
CARD SHARKS
KENTUCKY MORNING
MARCUS WELBY. M.D
lfcM B ALL STAR Secrrt.
PUCE ■ EIGHT (EXC. THUR.)
NEWS BULLETIN
HIGH ROLLERS
HAPPY DAYS
WHEEL OP FORTUNE
LOVE OF LIFE
FAMH.Y FEUD
CBS NEWS
AreWHOOH
IMS S NOON TODAY

YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
$M.*M PYRAMID
IMS <B BOB BRAUN SHOW
SEARCH FOE TOMORROW
RYAN'S HOPE

FILM
PC

Summer program

SERIES
Wed., Thurs. • Fri.

Feb. 7,8*9
7:30 a 10

ADMISSION

$1.00

Theatre, Keen Johnson Bvawktn.
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